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Abstract 

A workflow authorization model is defined in the framework of Relationship-Based Access 

Control (ReBAC) , in which the protection state is a social network. Armed with this model, 

a new decision problem called workflow feasibility is studied. The goal is to ensure that the 

space of protection states contains at least one member in which the workflow specification 

can be executed to completion. A sufficient condition is identified under which feasibil

ity can be decided by a refutation procedure that is both sound and complete. A formal 

specification language, based on a monotonic fragment of the Propositional Dynamic Logic 

(PDL), is proposed for specifying protection state spaces. The adoption of this language 

renders workflow feasibility NP-complete in the general case but polynomial-time decidable 

for an important family of workflows. A model checker for this PDL-based language is im

plemented. Hybridization of this PDL-fragment is examined. Satisfiability and feasibility of 

workflows with XOR-patterns are analyzed as well. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In a workfiow authorization system [29, 3, 6, 28, 13, 33), permissions are encapsulated in 

tasks, such that users acquire permissions by executing a task in a workflow. This design 

achieves permission abstraction [4) in the context of business processes in enterprise-level 

systems. Access control policies are usually specified in the form of constraints over who can 

execute which tasks in the workflow. An instantiation of the workflow (i.e., an assignment 

of tasks to users) must honour the constraints in order to be considered valid. 

Research on workflow authorization models focus on the issue of availability: i.e., are 

the permissions encapsulated in a workfiow available when needed? Early studies explored 

the problem of workfiow satisfiability [6, 13): i.e., can a workflow be instantiated such 

that all constraints are satisfied in the current protection state? In a recent study pursued by 

Wang and Li [32, 33), a higher degree of availability is analyzed. Specifically, they studied the 

problem of workftow resiliency 1
. Suppose an emergency makes some users unavailable, 

can the workflow still be completed? A (statically) k-resilient workflow remains satisfiable 

even after any k users are removed from the current state. 

This work introduces the problem of workftow feasibility which asks whether the 

permissions can be made available in some "reasonable" protection state. Although the 

permissions may not be available in the current protection state (i.e., the workflow is not 

currently satisfiable), there should be at least one protection state in a known state space 

where the workflow is satisfiable. This notion can been seen as the dual of resiliency, as 

explained in Chapter 9. 

It is assumed that the policy developer has a priori knowledge of what the protection 

state space looks like. When she is to author a new workflow (or revise an existing one) , 

1Resiliency was also studied in a context not related to workflow authorization systems (26, 27]. 
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she wants to evaluate the workflow, to determine whether the specification may be overly 

restrictive with respect to her understanding of what protection states are known to be in 

the state space. If the workflow is not satisfiable in any of the known protection states (i.e., 

infeasible), then constraints in the workflow specification must be relaxed. 

While previously proposed workflow authorization models are built on top of a Role-Based 

Access Control framework [5, 6, 1, 24, 28), recent authors did recognize that many constraints 

in a workflow specification are binary relations over executors of tasks [13, 33]. To facilitate 

the modelling of interpersonal relationships, the workflow authorization model of this work 

is based on the recently proposed framework of Relationship-Based Access Control 

(ReBAC) [16, 19, 9]. In ReBAC, authorization decisions are based on_ the interpersonal 

relationships among users, and the protection state is a social network of users. As this work 

is about satisfiability in the midst of evolving interpersonal relationships, ReBAC seemed to 

be a natural theoretical basis. 

Specific contributions of this work are the following: 

1. Formulating a ReBAC workflow authorization model (Chapter 3). With this 

model, a novel characterization of the workflow satisfiability problem is pre

sented, which is based on graph homomorphism [21) (Chapter 4). This new 

perspective forms the basis for the rest of the results. 

2. Presenting a new decision problem, workflow feasibility, for assessing the avail

ability of permissions encapsulated in a workflow against a known space of 

protection states (Chapter 5). 

3. Deciding workflow feasibility using a refutation procedure, and identifying the 

exact conditions under which refutation is both sound and complete (Chapter 

6). 

4. Specifying a ReBAC protection state space using a fragment of Propositional 
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Dynamic Logic [15]. When state spaces are specified in this way, workflow 

feasibility is NP-complete in the general case, but polynomial-time decidable 

for an important class of workflow specifications in which constraints are con

junctive. Besides, a model checker is developed to evaluate a PDL formula on 

a ReBAC-style relational structure (Chapter 7). 

5. Analyzing satisfiability and feasibility of workflows with XOR patterns (Sec

tion 8.1-8.4). Additionally, hybridization of the PDL fragment is considered 

in order to capture more complex state spaces (Section 8.5). 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter covers the background concepts. Section 2.1 introduces workflow authorization 

models including protection systems, protection states and workflow specifications. Section 

2.2 is about the different kinds of workflow constraints that appeared in recent literature 

[33, 28, 13). Section 2.3 discusses workflow satisfiability, which is the basis of the workflow 

feasibility problem. After that, Section 2.4 introduces the workflow resiliency problem, which 

can be seen as the dual of workflow feasibility. The chapter ends with Section 2.5, which 

gives a brief overview of Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) [16]. 

Notation. In the following, dom(f) and ran(!) respectively stands for the domain and the 

range of a function f. Besides, f : A __,_ B means that dom(f) ~ A and ran(!) ~ B. If 

dom(f) = A and ran(!) ~ B, then it will be written as f : A -t B. If X ~ dom(f) then 

f (X) is the set defined as {f (x) I x EX}. The power set of X (i.e., the set of all subsets of 

X) is written as 2x . 

2.1 Workflow Authorization Model 

Workflow authorization models generally have three parts: a protection system, a protection 

state and a workflow specification. Access control systems (protection systems) are typically 

modelled as state transition systems. A state of such systems is called a protection state. A 

protection state contains the information needed for making an authorization decision. The 

authorization policies are written in terms of the protection system, and they are verified 

against the protection state. Although typical workflow authorization models were based on 

Role-Based Access Control framework [5, 6, 1, 24, 28), recent works on workflow authorization 

have incorporated relationship-based authorization policies together with conventional role-
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based mechanism (33, 13). As relationship-based workflow authorization is the foundation 

of this thesis , the following discussion is based on (33, 13]. 

Protection System. In the Role-and-Relation-Based Authorization Model (R2BAC) [33], 

the protection system consists of the following: 

• the set of all possible user identifiers U. 

• the set of all possible role identifiers R. 

• the set of all possible binary relation identifiers B. 

In the following, u, r and b stands respectively for a typical user, role and relation 

identifier. 

Protection State . At any point of time, the state f' of the protection system comprises 

of the following: 

• A set of users U ~ U currently active in the system. 

• A relation UR ~ U x n assigning users to roles. 

• A set of binary relations {PbhEB· Each relation Pb ~ U x U represents pairs of 

users related in the relationship type b. These relationships can be symmetric 

or not. 

Now as we move towards the definition of workflow specification, please note that a 

workflow specification is defined in the protection system defined as above. 

W orkfiow Specification. A workflow specification includes task identifiers, their relative 

ordering and the authorization policies. Specifically, a workflow specification W is a 4-tuple 

(T, 5: , TR, C) where: 
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• T is the set of tasks in the workflow. A typical task will be denoted by t. 

• :S ~ T x T is a partial order among the tasks. This partial order relation 

defines the control flow in the workfiow. If t1 :S t 2 , then t2 must not be 

executed before t 1. 

• A relation TR ~ T x R indicating the roles authorized to perform a task. 

• C is the set of constraints. Essentially a constraint is an authorization policy 

of a task with respect to the execution history of the workflow. Technical 

details about workflow constraints follow in the next section. 

In a more complex workflow specification, a task might have multiple instances (28]. 

Unless otherwise stated, consider there is only one instance of each task. 

2.2 Workflow Constraints 

Different kinds of workfiow constraints have been proposed in the literature. This section 

excerpts the types of constraints found in (33, 13]. 

1. Simple Binary Constraint: A simple binary constraint b(t1 , t2 ) is satisfied when the 

user u performing task t1 and the user v performing task t2 are such that Pb( u , v) holds. 

2. Existential Constraint: An existential constraint takes the following form : b(:3X, t) 

where X ~ T. This is satisfied when there exists a task t' E X such that b(t' , t) 

holds. Another form of existential constraint requires the relationship from the opposite 

direction as in: b( t , :3X) which is satisfied when there exists a task t' E X such that 

b(t , t') holds. If the relationships are symmetric, then these two forms of constraints 

are essentially the same. 

3. Universal Constraint: We see two types of universal constraints and both of them 

are simplified forms of a set of simple binary constraints. An universal constraint of 
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form b(VX) requires that for any two tasks ti, t1 E X where i -=/= j, b(ti, t1) holds. 

This constraint can be encoded by IXl2 number of constraints of form b(ti , t1) for each 

ti , t1 E X where i -=!= j. Universal constraints taking the form b(t , V X) are satisfied 

when for each task t' EX, b(t , t') holds. Again, this can be encoded by IXI number of 

simple binary constraints of form b( t, t') for each t' E X. 

4. Entailment Constraint: An entailment constraint is written as: (D, ti, t2, b) where 

D ~ U and ti i_ t2. This demands that if a user u E D performs the task ti, then 

the user v doing task t2 must satisfy Pb(u, v). One distinctive feature of entailment 

constraint is that it is conditionally imposed. First, the constraint is enabled only if ti 

is executed before h In other words, if t 1 and t2 are incomparable by the partial order 

relation and t2 is executed before ti, then the constraint is not applicable. Secondly, if 

an user not belonging to D performs task ti then the constraint is not applicable too. 

Note that, in a well-formed workftow specification, if ti and t2 are incomparable tasks 

and ti constrains t2 by (D, ti, t2, b), then there exists another entailment constraint 

(D' , t2, ti,-b) where-bis the inverse relation of b [14]. 

5. Cardinality Constraint: Cardinality constraint is an extension of separation of duty 

constraint [11]. Separation of duty constraint requires that two tasks must be carried 

out by two different people. By separating the responsibility and power between two 

different individuals, separation of duty makes fraudulent activities more difficult. 

Cardinality constraints come in two flavours: global and local. A global cardinality 

constraint (X, n), where X ~ T and n E N, is satisfied when at least n different users 

perform the tasks in X. Local cardinality constraint is only applicable where a task can 

have multiple instances. A local cardinality constraint of form (t, k, n) where k, n EN 

specifies that the task t has to be performed k times by at least n different users. In 

other words, local cardinality constraint imposes separation of duty on the instances 

of the same task in the workftow. As discussed in [12], a local cardinality constraint 
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can be encoded by a set of entailment constraints. 

2.3 Workflow Satisfiability Problem 

Given a workflow specification and a protection state, an administrator needs to start plan

ning on how to execute the workflow to completion. Since not everyone is allowed to perform 

any task (i.e., there are some requirements for task authorization), it might be the case the 

administrator cannot find anyone to run one or more tasks. Detecting such a condition is 

the concern of workflow satisfiability problem. This section specifies the concepts involved. 

Plan. Given a workflow specification W = (T, ::;, TR, C) , a plan is a function P : T --+ U. 

Note that, every task t E Tis assigned to exactly one user u E U. Intuitively, a plan indicates 

the users assigned to the tasks in order to run the workflow. In literature, such a plan is also 

called a workflow instance (28] or execution assignment [13]. 

Valid Plan. Given a workflow specification W = (T, ::; , TR, C) and a protection state 

"f = (U, UR , {PbhEB), a plan P is valid for W under "f if the following two conditions are 

true: 

1. For each (t, u) E P , there is a role r E n such that ( u, r) E UR and (t , r) ET R. 

This condition ensures that the user is assigned to a role which is authorized 

to perform the task. 

2. Every constraint in C is satisfied by the plan. 

Now we can define the workflow satisfiability problem: 

WORKFLOW SATISFIABILITY 

Instance: Workflow specification W and a protection state 'Y · 

Question: Is there a valid plan for W under 1? 
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Intuitively workflow satisfiability asks whether there is a set of users available in the 

current state such that the workfiow can be completed without breaching any constraint. 

This problem is proved to be NP-complete in (33]. 

2.4 Workfiow Resiliency Problem 

As noted above, workflow satisfiability assesses availability of authorized users for executing 

the workfiow in the current protection state. However, this availability guarantee is not 

always enough. Consider a critical workfiow that might need to be run in an emergency 

situation where some regular users might be absent. Workflow resiliency asks whether the 

workfiow can be completed even if some number of users are absent from the current pro

tection state. In [33], Wang and Li defined three types of workfiow resiliency. Among them, 

static resiliency can be seen as the dual of workflow feasibility. The definition of static 

resiliency follows: 

Definition 1. Given a workflow specification W = (T, ::; , TR, C) and an integer t 2:: 0, a 

protection state r = (U, UR , {PbhEBl is statically resilient for W up to t absent users if 

and only if W is satisfiable under every possible protection state [ 1
, where r ' is reached by 

removing any t users from r. 

In other words, static resiliency asks whether the workfiow is satisfiable in every possible 

state reached by removing users from the current state. The problem of determining whether 

a protection state is statically resilient for a workfiow up tot absent users is in the complexity 

class coNPNP (33]. 

In addition to static resiliency, Wang and Li defined two more variants of resiliency. The 

differences between static and the other two forms of resiliency are in the type of workflow 

they model and the degree of availability they assess. In static resiliency, people can be taken 

away before the workfiow starts. Once the workfiow begins execution, no user can go away. 

This is intended to model workflows that can be completed in a short time span during 
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Prepare Claim 
Supervisor 

(Graduate Student) -----~ 
Approve Claim 

(Faculty Member) 

Same 
Department 

)Ii 
Review Claim 

(Adm In lstrator) 

Figure 2.1: Workflow Specification 

Issue Cheque 
~ (Account Manager) , 

which it is less probable that someone might become absent. However in decremental 

resiliency analysis, users can become unavailable after the workflow starts. Once gone, 

they do not come back until the workflow finishes. Decremental resiliency represents those 

workflows which take about a day to complete. Besides, decremental resiliency denotes a 

higher degree of availability since any protection state which is decrementally resilient is also 

statically resilient [33). Lastly, in dynamic resiliency, users can go away and come back 

at any time. Again anything that is dynamically resilient is decrementally resilient. In both 

decremental and dynamic setting, the total number of absent users at any point of time is 

capped by a number t denoting the level of resiliency. The problems of checking whether 

a protection state is decrementally or dynamically resilient up to t absent users are both 

PSPACE-complete [33]. 

Now let us look at an example to see how the aforementioned concepts fit together. 

Example 1. Consider a workflow for expense claim processing in an academic institution. 

Suppose the department bears the expense incurred by a student for attending a conference. 

Figure 2.1 presents the workflow and its constraints. The workflow has five tasks in the 

following order: 

Prepare Claim< Approve Claim< Review Claim< Issue Cheque 

The partial order is demonstrated by the directed edges between the boxes representing 

tasks. The authorized roles for the tasks are shown in the brackets. Constraints are shown 

as edge labels. Specifically, the claim must be prepared by someone assigned to the role 

of Graduate Student. Next the claim has to be approved by a Faculty Member. Moreover 

the relationship constraint dictates that the faculty member has to be the Supervisor of 
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I Roles I Users 
Graduate Student Alice 
Faculty Member Bob I Relationships I Users 
Administrator Charlene Supervisor (Alice, Bob) 
Account Manager Daniel Same Department (Bob, Charlene) 

Table 2.1: Protection State. 

the claimant. The claim is reviewed by an Administrator. Another relationship constraint 

ensures that the faculty member and the administrator work in the same department. Next 

the cheque is issued by an Account Manager. 

Now lets assume the protection state is as presented in Table 2.1. The following is a valid 

plan for this workflow under this protection state: 

[Prepare Claim r--t Alice, Approve Claim r--t Bob, 

Review Claim r--t Charlene, Issue Cheque r--t Daniel] 

So the workflow is satisfiable under this protection state. However , the protection state 

is not even 1-resilient since removal of any one user turns the workflow into an unsatisfiable 

one. 

2.5 Relationship-Based Access Control 

Fong developed a framework for working with Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) 

(16]. ReBAC protection state tracks one or more social networks composed of binary rela

tionships among users. Essentially a social network is an edge-labelled directed graph. Each 

label identifies a specific kind of relationship supported by the system. For simplicity, it can 

be assumed that there is only one social network in the protection state [9]. Against each 

resource, ReBAC assigns a policy for its authorization and an user as its owner. When 

another user tries to access that resource as an access or , that policy is evaluated against 
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the social network. A ReBAC policy stipulates how the accessor should be related to the 

owner in the social network for gaining access. A common example of such a policy is the 

friends-of-friends policy used in the privacy settings of Facebook-style social network systems 

(18]. According to this policy, the authorization decision is positive if the accessor is a friend 

of someone who is already a friend of the owner. Since social networks in ReBAC are poly

relational, policies are not limited to only friend relationships. Moreover, it is possible to 

create more sophisticated policies as logical combination of simple policies. For a systematic 

way of expressing these policies, Fong developed a modal-logic based policy language [16]. 

Chapter 3 will provide more details about ReBAC protection systems and protection states. 
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Chapter 3 

A ReBAC Workflow Authorization Model 

3.1 Protection System 

A ReBA C protection system (or simply a system) is parameterized by two sets, U 

and .C. The set U is a countably infinite set of user identifiers of the system. At run 

time, only a finite subset of U is active (see below). Typical members of U are denoted by 

u and v. The set .C is a finite set of relation identifiers. Each member of .C identifies a 

type of interpersonal relationship tracked by the system: e.g., "parent", "doctor", etc. It is 

assumed that these relations are binary. Note that a relation and its inverse may be named 

differently: e.g. , "patient" and "doctor" . A typical member of £ is denoted by l. Fixing the 

sets U and .C, we proceed to the following discussion. 

3.2 Protection State 

The state of a ReBAC protection system is characterized by a social network, which is 

essentially an edge-labelled directed graph. The vertices of a social network represent the 

active users of the system. The directed edges are labelled with relation identifiers from £. 

There is a directed edge from u to v with label l whenever the two participate in the binary 

relation named by l. These notions receive a formal treatment in the following. 

A relational structure (or simply a graph for brevity) is a pair (V, {Rz}zE.c ), where 

V ~ U is a non-empty, finite set of vertices, and { Rz h E.c is a family of binary relations, 

indexed by the set £. Each binary relation Rz ~ V x V specifies the vertex pairs that are 

related in a type-l relationship. Given a relational structure G, V( G) is the vertex set of 

G , and Rz(G) is the binary relation with index l. Given a finite or countably infinite set 
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X, Q(X) denotes the set of all relational structures for which the vertex set is a nonempty, 

finite subset of X. 

As mentioned previously, a protection state is a social network, which is a member 

of Q(U). Unlike the social graphs found in Facebook-style Social Network Systems, the 

interpersonal relations of ReBAC social networks need not be symmetric or irreflexive [18, 17). 

3.3 Workflow Specification 

Fixing a ReBAC system with a set of relation identifiers .C, a workflow specification W 

is a 3-tuple (T, :S , C) , where: 

• T is a finite set of task identifiers. A typical member of T is denoted by 

t. When a workflow is instantiated, a user u EU will be assigned to execute 

each task t ET. User u is said to be the executor of task t. 

• ~ is a partial order over T. It is required that the partial order has both a 

least element and a greatest element. Intuitively, if t1 :S t2 then t2 must not be 

executed before t1. If t1 and t2 are incomparable, then their relative ordering 

is not restricted. 

• C, the constraint expression , is a positive boolean combination of primi

tive constraints. A primitive constraint has the form l(ti, tj), where l E .C 

and ti , tj E T. The constraint requires that the executor of ti must be related 

to the executor of ti in a type-l relationship. 

The constraint expression can be defined inductively as follows: 

c ::= l(t , t) I c v c I c /\ c 

where l is a relation identifier in .C, and t is a task identifier in the set T. An example 

of a constraint expression is the following: ( l1 (ti, t2) V l2(ti, t2)) /\ fo(ti, t2). Intuitively, 
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the constraint expression is satisfied iff l3 (ti , t2) as well as one of li(ti, t2 ) or l2(ti, t2) are 

satisfied. Formally, each primitive constraint is interpreted as a proposition symbol in the 

propositional formula C. A truth assignment to the propositional symbols can be represented 

as a family of binary relations {ClhE.c (where each Cl ~ T x T), such that l(ti, t1) receives 

an assignment of true iff (ti , t1) E Cl· Note that, as C does not contain negation, there is 

always at least one truth assignment that satisfies C. The following function eval takes a 

truth assignment and a constraint expression and returns true iff the truth assignment is a 

satisfying truth assignment. The function is defined recursively as follows: 

• eval( { Cl}iE.Ci zr(ti , tj)) = true iff (ti, tj) E cl' · 

• eval({Cl}lE.c, C V C1)= eval({Cl}lE.c, C) V eval({Cl}lEL, C1
). 

• eval( { Cl}lE.C, C /\ C1)= eval( { ClhEL, C) /\ eval( { Cl}lE.C, C1). 

A constraint expression is conjunctive if it does not contain disjunctions. 

3 .4 Wor kflow Instances 

Given a workflow specification W = (T, ::; , C), a function 1f : T ~ U is called a workftow 

instance (or simply a plan). Intuitively, 1f is an assignment of executors to tasks. If 

dom(7r) = T (i.e., there is an user assignment for every task) , then 1f is said to be complete. 

Otherwise, 1f is partial. If dom(7r) = 0 then 1f is empty. 

Given a protection state G = (V, { Rl}iEL/, a workflow instance 1f is valid for W in 

G (or simply valid) if the partial ordering and the constraint expression of W are both 

satisfied. Formally, 1f is valid if the following three conditions are all satisfied: 

1. ran(7r) ~ V. 

2. if ti ::; t2 and t2 E dom(7r) then ti E dom(7r) (such that no preceding task is 

left out). Note that this condition is vacuously true for a complete workflow 
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Figure 3.1: Social Network without =/= edges Figure 3.2: Tasks and Constraints 

instance as the latter includes all tasks. 

3. there exists a satisfying truth assignment { Cz}za for the constraint expres

sion C, such that for every (t1, t2) E dom(7r) x dom(7r), if (ti, t2) E Cz then 

(7r(t1) , 7r(t2)) E Rz. 

Note that a valid plan needs not be complete, and an empty plan is always valid. 

Example 2. A hypothetical Assignment Evaluation Workfiow needs to be run against a 

social network (Figure 3.1) of an academic institution. Bob is teaching a class in which 

both Alice and Elham are enrolled, and for which both Charlene and Daniel are Teaching 

Assistants (TAs) . In the social network, two vertices are related by a Not-Equal relationship 

iff they are distinct. Such edges are not displayed in Figure 3.1 to preserve cleanliness. 

Consider the workflow specification W with tasks and constraints depicted in Figure 3.2. 

The tasks are ordered as in the following: 

Submission < Marking < Reviewing < Grading 

The constraint expression is the conjunction of the following four primitive constraints: 

1. The submitted assignment is graded by the instructor of the submitter: 

Instructor(Submission, Grading) 

2. The assignment is marked by a TA assisting the instructor: 

Teaching-Assistant(Grading, Marking) 
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3. Reviewing is performed by a TA of the instructor: 

Teaching-Assistant( Grading, Reviewing) 

4. The TA who reviews the marking is different from the TA who performs the 

marking: 

Not-Equal(Reviewing, Marking) 

The four edges in Figure 3.2 denote these four primitive constraints. The following workflow 

instance is complete and valid for W in G: 

[ Submission f-t Alice, Grading f-t Bob, Marking f-t Charlene, Reviewing f-t Daniel) 

An alternative complete and valid workflow instance can be obtained by assigning Submission 

to Elham. 

3.5 Expressiveness 

This section compares the \vorkflow authorization model presented above with that of Cramp

ton et al. [28, 13) and Wang and Li [32, 33). The goal is to point out that, the present for

mulation of ReBAC workflow authorization is sufficient for expressing almost all constraints 

that appeared in the literature. Note that these constraint types were introduced in Chapter 

2. For better readability, some of them are briefly explained here. 

The simplest kind of constraints is role-step authorization constraints (what Wang 

and Li later called user-step authorization constraints). The idea is to restrict the 

users who can execute a task (aka step) in the workfiow. In an RBAC workflow authorization 

model, this is usually achieved by specifying the set of roles who are authorized to execute 

the task, and a role hierarchy may be involved. The essence is to associate with a task a 

unary predicate specifying the set of users who can carry out that task. This can be captured 

readily in ReBAC , as every unary user predicate P can be represented by a binary relation 

Rp , such that P( u) holds whenever ( u, u) E Rp. 
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A second kind of constraints in [28, 13) (called entailment constraints) has the form 

(D, ti, t2 , p) where p is a relation identifier, D ~ U and t1 t_ t2 . The constraint is imposed 

only if t 1 is executed before t2 and the executor of task t1 belongs to the set D. Besides, 

in a well-formed workflow specification, if t 1 and t2 are incomparable by the partial order 

relation and t 1 constraints t2 by (D, ti, t 2 , b), then there exists another entailment constraint 

(D' , t2 , t1 , -b) where -bis the inverse relation of b. In a well-formed workflow, entailment 

constraint(s) is simply a binary relation between the executors of t 1 and t2 . We can therefore 

encode this constraint by a dedicated binary relation in ReBAC. However, currently there 

is no mechanism in this model for encoding entailment constraints in a non well-formed 

workflow. 

A third kind of constraints in [28) is cardinality constraints, which come in two 

variants: local and global. Essentially, cardinality constraints are variants of separation of 

duty constraints. Since the inequality relation ( =f.) can be captured in this model, all sorts 

of separation of duty constraints can be encoded here. A local cardinality constraint 

specifies that at least k out of n indistinguishable copies of a task must be carried out 

by distinct executors. Crampton later showed that local cardinality constraints can be 

encoded as a number of entailment constraints (by taking =f. as p) [12), which in turn can be 

encoded by ReBAC constraints. The encoding depends on the fact that the task instances are 

indistinguishable. A global cardinality constraint demands that at least k distinct executors 

must be involved in the execution of some n distinguishable tasks. Such a constraint can be 

expressed as a disjunction of G) conjunctive constraints. Each of the conjunctive constraints 

demands that k of then tasks are assigned distinct executors. 

Wang and Li [32, 33] have simple binary constraints p(t1 , t2), which is identical to 

primitive constraints defined above. Their universal constraints p( t , V X) can be ex

pressed as a conjunction of primitive constraints (one for each task in X). The existential 

constraints p(3X, t) can be encoded as a disjunction of primitive constraints (one for each 
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task in X). 
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Chapter 4 

Workflow Satisfiability as Graph Homomorphism 

Classical treatments of workflow authorization models address the problem of deciding if 

a workflow specification can be instantiated in such a way that the workflow instance can 

be executed in a given protection state to completion. That is, fixing a protection state, 

does there exist an instantiation of the workflow specification such that all constraints are 

satisfied? This has come to be known as the workftow satisfiability problem. Although 

the focus of this work is on privilege availability in the midst of evolving protection states, it 

is worthwhile to revisit the workflow satisfiability problem. The objective is not so much the 

proposal of a new problem formulation, nor to establish new complexity results. The aim of 

this discussion is to point out a novel connection between workflow satisfiability and graph 

homomorphism. This connection deepens our insight on the nature of workflow satisfiability 

in the ReBAC setting, and will be used extensively in the sequel. 

Definition 2. A workflow specification W is satisfiable in a protection state G if there is 

a complete workflow instance Jr that is valid for W in G. 

As discussed in Section · 3.4, a complete instance always conform to the partial order 

among the tasks. As a result, the partial order does not play a role in checking satisfiability. 

Definition 3. Given a workflow specification W = \T, ::; , C), a relational structure \T, 

{ Cz}zE.c ) is a task network whenever { Cz}zE.c is a satisfying truth assignment for the con

straint expression C. 

Intuitively a task network represents the set of tasks and a set of constraints such that 

satisfying these constraints is sufficient to satisfy the constraint expression. 

Definition 4. Suppose W = \T, :::; , C) is a workflow specification. A task network Gt=\T, { Cz}zE.c) 
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is minimal if no proper subgraph of Gt corresponds to a satisfying truth assignment for C. 

Let TN(W) be the set of all minimal task networks for W. 

Informally, a minimal task network captures a minimal set of requirements for satisfying 

the constraint expression. 

Note that if C is conjunctive, then TN (W) contains exactly one minimal task network. 

Figure 3.2 shows the minimal task network for the workflow in Example 2. In general, the 

number of minimal task networks can be exponential to the number of tasks. As an example, 

consider a workflow with n tasks that are constrained by only one kind of relationship l. The 

constraint expression C is in conjunctive normal form where each conjunct is a disjunction of 

two primitive constraints. There is a conjunct for each pair of distinct tasks t, t' . Specifically, 

for any two tasks t and t', C includes the following as a conjunct: l(t , t')Vl(t' , t). There are G) 

conjuncts and for each of them there are two alternative choices of disjunctive constraints. 

As a result, there are 2(~) minimal task networks for this workflow. Since there can be 

exponentially many minimal truth assignments, there is no efficient algorithm for generating 

all of them. However, the following non-deterministic algorithm can generate one such 

minimal truth assignment. 

Input: A constraint expression C 
Output: A minimal truth assignment TA 

1 TA={}; 
2 Insert all primitive constraints of C into TA (i.e., assign true to each primitive 

constraint in C) ; 
3 foreach l(ti, tJ) EC do 
4 if TA\ l(ti , tJ) is a satisfying truth assignment then 
5 I TA = TA \ l (ti ' tj) ; 

end 
end 

6 return TA 

Algorithm 1: The Algorithm for finding a minimal truth assignment 

Note that the order in which the primitive constraints are selected in the for-each loop 

of the above algorithm is non-deterministic. Different order can generate different minimal 
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truth assignment. If this algorithm is implemented with backtracking, it can generate all 

minimal truth assignments in turn. 

A homomorphism from a relational structure G = (V, { RlhEL~) to another relational 

structure G' = \V', {R'l}lEL) is a function h : V -+ V' such that (u, v) E Rl implies 

(h(u), h(v)) E R'z. (Intuitively, a homomorphism is a vertex mapping that preserves re

lationships.) If such a function h exists, then G is homomorphic to G' which is written as 

G-+ G'. If, in addition, the function his a bijection, and h-1 is a homomorphism from G' 

to G, then his called an isomorphism, and G is isomorphic to G' (written as G ~ G'). 

The homomorphic image of G under the homomorphism h is written as h( G) and is defined 

as the relational structure (h(V),{R"z}zE.c) such that R"z = {(h(u) ,h(v)) I (u,v) E Rl}· 

Note that h( G) is a subgraph of G'. Specifically, the homomorphic image h( G) consists of 

only those vertices and edges in G' to which vertices and edges of G are mapped. Obvi

ously, G -+ h(G) via h. Note that h is a surjective mapping (with respect to the codomain 

V(h(G))). In addition, if h is injective (with respect to the codomain V(h(G)), then G is 

isomorphic to h( G) via h. 

The following proposition relates workfiow satisfiability and homomorphism. 

Proposition 1. A workfiow specification W is satisfiable in protection state G iff there 

exists a task network in TN(W) that is homomorphic to G. 

The proposition is simply a corollary of (a) the definition of valid complete workfiow 

instances as well as (b) the observation that a workflow is satisfiable iff it is satisfiable via a 

minimal task network (i.e., a member of TN(W)). 

Deciding if one graph (or relational structure in general) is homomorphic to another is 

known to be NP-complete [21]. Thus workfiow satisfiability for ReBAC is NP-hard even if 

the constraint expression is conjunctive and thus TN (W) contains only one task network. 

Moreover, the general problem is NP-complete since a nondeterministic Turing Machine 

can decide a problem instance in two steps: (i) guess a satisfying truth assignment for the 
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constraint expression and a homomorphic mapping from the corresponding task network 

to the social network; (ii) verify the guesses (which takes polynomial time). This lower 

bound is not a new result. For instance, Wang and Li showed that workflow satisfiability 

for R2BAC is NP-complete [33]. Specifically, any R2BAC workflow specification scheme 

capable of representing inequality constraints renders workflow satisfiability an NP-complete 

problem. The hardness result is obtained by a reduction from graph k-colourability. 

Consequently, the NP-completeness of ReBAC workflow satisfiability follows immediately, 

as the inequality relation can be readily captured in a social network. As a result, connecting 

ReBAC workflow satisfiability to graph homomorphism does not lead to new computational 

complexity bounds. However, the connection makes explicit a deep structure of the workflow 

satisfiability problem in the ReBAC framework. (In fact, graph homomorphism is known 

to be a generalization of graph colouring [21]; thus a graph homomorphism from G to H is 

also known as an H-colouring of G.) This problem structure will be exploited in the next 

chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Workflow Feasibility 

Workftow satisfiability is defined to capture the computation performed by an authorization 

mechanism, to determine if a workftow can be instantiated in the current protection state 

(i.e., a social network), in such a way that execution can be completed. This chapter will 

examine an alternative way of evaluating a workftow specification. Specifically, we will look 

at the issue of resource availability in the presence of state changes. The concern is, whether 

the workftow specification is reasonably formulated, such that it can be instantiated in some 

protection state (among all possible states in the state space). If yes, the workftow specifica

tion will be called feasible. When a policy engineer formulates a workftow specification, her 

concern is not only the satisfiability of the workftow specification with respect to a specific 

social network (e.g., the current protection state). Interpersonal relationships change over 

time, and the social network evolves continuously. A workftow specification that is not satis

fiable in one protection state can turn into a satisfiable workftow after a period of time, and 

vice versa. What the policy engineer desires is that the workftow specification is satisfiable 

in some protection states belonging to the known space of protection states. If the workftow 

specification can be demonstrated to be feasible, then the permissions encapsulated by the 

tasks in the workftow specification can indeed be made available. 

Not every possible social network is in the state space. Generally there are some topolog

ical restrictions governing the articulation of relationships in the social networks of a given 

business domain. These restri.ctions render some states (i.e., social networks) illegitimate. 

For example, an individual who is the doctor of a patient (via a doctor-patient relationship) 

should not be the nurse of the same patient (via a nurse-patient relationship), and vice versa. 

Social networks containing such an inconsistency do not belong to the state space. So, the 
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definition of feasibility considers satisfiability with respect to a well-defined family of le

gitimate social networks. The state space, in the form of a family of social networks, can 

be specified via a graph predicate. A graph predicate is a function that takes a relational 

structure as argument , and returns a boolean value as output. Such a graph predicate will 

be called as the characteristic predicate of the state space. The characteristic predicate 

of a state space specifies the topological restrictions that must be honoured by a legitimate 

state (i.e., social network). 

Example 3. The following are examples of topological restrictions. 

1. Irrefiexivity and Antisymmetry. Consider a social network of a business 

domain where recommendation by an existing user is important. Suppose 

the relation identifier recommend identifies the binary relation which connects 

an user to the users she has recommended so far. Say it is considered bad 

practice for two users to recommend one another. Moreover, one can not 

recommend herself. Then the recommend relation shall be both irreflexive and 

antisymmetric. An irreflexive relation R is one for which x Rx never holds. 

An antisymmetric relation R is one such that if x Ry and y Rx then x = y. 

Therefore, the recommend edges in the social network shall not form a loop or 

a directed cycle of length two. 

2. A ntitransitivity. Consider a relational structure describing the relationships 

among manufacturers, distributors and retailers. Suppose that there is a single 

relation supply, which relates a supplier to a consumer. A manufacturer shall 

not compete with its distributors. So supply should be an antitransitive 

relation. That is , there shall not be x, y and z (not necessarily distinct) for 

which x supplies goods to y, y supplies goods to z, but x also supplies goods 

directly to z. 

3. Acyclicity. Suppose the supervise relation relates a supervisor to a person 
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under her supervision. This relation is expected to be acyclic. That is, the 

social network induced by this relation shall not contain a directed cycle. 

4. Bipartiteness. Say the vertices of a social network are firms. To prevent 

conflicts of interests, the firms that any firm deals with shall not deal with one 

another. To ensure this, the deals-with relation shall form a bipartite graph 

(assuming deals-with is symmetric). A bipartite graph is a graph in which 

vertices can be divided into two disjoint partitions, such that no two vertices 

in the same partition are adjacent. 

The rest of this chapter makes the concepts introduced above formal. 

5.1 Graph Predicates 

A graph predicate is a boolean function P with type Q(N) -t {O, 1}, where N is the set 

of natural numbers. That is, given a relational structure G with vertices labelled by natural 

numbers, the predicate P( G) returns a boolean value. A graph predicate P is topology 

based [18] iff G ~ G' implies P( G) = P( G'). A topology-based graph predicate specifies a 

condition that is only determined by the topological structure of the graph, but not by the 

vertex labelling. In the following, only topology-based graph predicates are considered and 

thus all graph predicates will be implicitly assumed to be topology based. In fact, when a 

graph predicate is topology based, it does not really matter what the vertex labels of the 

argument relational structure are. That is why in the following, graph predicates will be 

overloaded such that they can be applied to either social networks or task networks. 

The negation of a graph predicate P, denoted by -,p, is the graph predicate defined 

such that (1P)(G) = 1 iff P(G) = 0. 
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5.2 Families of Social Networks 

The family of relational structures induced by a graph predicate P is defined as follows: 

Qp(X) ={GE Q(X) I P(G) = 1} 

Intuitively, Qp(X) is the set of all relational structures from Q(X) that satisfy the graph 

predicate P. Thus a graph predicate can be used for specifying the space of legitimate 

protection states (i.e., social networks). When the state space is defined in this way, the 

graph predicate is called a characteristic predicate of the state space. 

Similarly, a family of relational structures can also be induced by a violation predicate 

(which is the negation of the characteristic predicate) as 

Q?(X) ={GE Q(X) I P(G) = O} 

Intuitively, a relational structure is excluded from the family iff it satisfies the violation 

predicate. Violation predicates will be extensively used in the next chapter. 

5.3 Workfiow Feasibility Defined 

Definition 5. A workfl.ow specification W is said to be feasible for the family of social 

networks induced by a characteristic predicate P , iff there is a social network G E Qp(U) 

such that W is satisfiable in G. 

Following is the workfiow feasibility problem. 

WORKFLOW FEASIBILITY 

Instance: Workfiow specification W and a graph predicate P. 

Question: Is W feasible for graph family Qp(U)? 
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Alternatively, an instance of the workflow feasibility problem can also be specified by a 

workflow specification and a violation predicate. 

When the workflow specification is shown to be infeasible, a policy engineer may wish 

to relax the relationship constraints of the workflow specification, or expand the space of 

protection states (i.e., by relaxing the characteristic predicate), or both. In practice, it is 

likely the first approach is the only acceptable one. 

The lower bound on computational complexity of workflow feasibility is NP-hard. In other 

words, workflow feasibility problem is at least as hard as workflow satisfiability problem. 

An instance of workflow satisfiability problem can be reduced to an instance of workflow 

feasibility problem where the characteristic predicate of the state space requires isomorphism 

to the input social network of the satisfiability problem. Since existence of a homomorphism 

function does not depend on vertex labelling, the workflow is feasible if and only if the 

workflow is satisfiable. 

Now let us turn to the upper bound on workflow feasibility 's computational complexity. 

Formulated in its full generality, workflow feasibility is recursively enumerable [22] when the 

graph predicate is decidable. Specifically, feasible workflows can be enumerated as follows. 

Enumerator of Feasible Workflows 

Enumerate all pairs (W, G), where Wis a workflow specification 

and GE Q(U). For each pair, check that (i) P(G) and (ii) Wis 

satisfiable in G. Output W if both checks succeed. 

From this point on, we assume that characteristic and violation predicates are decidable. 

By placing further constraints on the choice of characteristic predicates, workflow feasibility 

can be rendered decidable , a topic to which we now turn. 
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Chapter 6 

Feasibility via Refutation 

While feasibility is claimed to be an important criterion of availability, the feasibility of a 

given workflow is not known to be decidable in the general case. This chapter demonstrates 

that workflow feasibility is decidable for a special class of state spaces. To facilitate dis

cussion, a state space will be characterized by a violation predicate (i.e., a predicate that 

detects illegitimate social networks). The approach is motivated by the following fact. 

Under some special conditions to be stated below, if a task network satisfies a violation 

predicate P, then every social network that it is homomorphic to will also satisfy P. There

fore, if every task network in TN (W) satisfies the violation predicate, then we can safely 

conclude that the workftow is infeasible. 

Rather than searching for a social network in Q-p(U) as a witness to the feasibility of W, 

the above approach instead demonstrates that W is not satisfiable by any social network in 

the state space. That is why the approach is called refutation. The refutation procedure 

is summarized below: 

To determine if W is feasible for Q-p(U), evaluate P(G) for ev

ery task network G E TN (W). If the test is positive in every 

case, then declare W "infeasible" ; otherwise declare W "maybe 

feasible" . 

The procedure always terminates because there is only a finite number of truth assignments 

and P is decidable. It is a refutation procedure because it employs a violation predicate to 

detect if W is unsatisfiable for any member of g-p (U). 

Note that the soundness of refutation is not guaranteed. That is, when the refutation 

procedure declares a workflow specification W to be infeasible, W may in fact be feasible. 
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Example 4. Here are two violation conditions that can cause refutation to make unsound 

judgement. 

1. Connectedness. Consider the (irreflexive, symmetric) colleague relation in 

an organizational sett ing. Suppose it is an organizational integrity requirement 

that the graph is connected by the colleague relation. So the violation condition 

is disconnectivity: i.e. , there are two vertices with no path between them. 

Suppose the refutation procedure detects that the task network contains such 

a violation. One cannot then deduce that there will be a violation in the social 

network, for the offending tasks could very well be assigned to users that are 

connected in the social network. So concluding the task network is infeasible 

is an unsound deduction. 

2. Quasi-reflexivity. Suppose clerk is a unary predicate over users , marking 

off those users who are in the role of an administrative assistant. Suppose 

further that clerk will be used as a role-step authorization constraint. Section 

3.5 suggests that we can do so by encoding clerk as a binary relation. Such 

a relation must be quasi-reflexive (i.e., xRy implies x = y). A violation 

corresponds to two distinct vertices related by clerk. Suppose the refutation 

procedure detects that the task network contains such a violation. This does 

not necessarily mean that a social network in which the workfiow is satisfied 

contains a violation, because the violating tasks can be assigned to the same 

user in the social network. So declaring the task network to be infeasible is an 

unsound deduction. 

Therefore, some special conditions must be met in order for refutation to be sound. 

Section 6.1 specifies the conditions that must be imposed on violation predicates in order 

for refutation to be sound. 

Another issue to consider is the precision of the refutation procedure. That is , when the 
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refutation procedure fails to declare that a workflow specification W is infeasible, can we 

then conclude that Wis feasible? This issue of completeness will be addressed in Section 

6.2. 

6.1 Soundness 

A graph predicate P is preserved by homomorphism if, for every relational structures 

G and H , P( G) and G -t H jointly imply P( H). As an example, the existence of a cycle in 

a graph is preserved by homomorphism while the existence of a pair of disconnected vertices 

is not. Now the following theorem specifies the condition under which refutation is sound. 

Theorem 1 (Soundness). The refutation procedure is sound if the violation predicate P is 

preserved by homomorphism. 

Proof. Let W be a workflow specification, and P be a violation predicate that is preserved 

by homomorphism. Suppose P(Gt) for every Gt E TN(W). If Wis satisfiable in some Gs E 

Q(U) , meaning that there exists a Gt E TN(W) such that Gt -t Gs, then, by preservation, 

we also have P( Gs). Thus any protection state Gs in which W is satisfiable is in fact 

an illegitimate social network outside of Q-p (U). Therefore, the refutation procedure will 

correctly declare W to be infeasible when every possible minimal task network satisfies 

P. 0 

Another way to specify this soundness condition is via the notion of "reflection". Techni

cally, a graph predicate P is reflected by homomorphism if, for every relational structures 

G and H, P(H) and G -t H jointly imply P(G). As an instance, acyclicity is reflected by 

homomorphism while connectivity is not. Moreover , a violation predicate P is preserved by 

homomorphism iff its corresponding characteristic predicate -,p is reflected by homomor

phism. The following corollary is based on this fact. 
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Corollary 1 (Soundness). The refutation procedure is sound if the characteristic predicate 

P is reflected by homomorphism. 

To support the application of refutation for detecting infeasible workflow, a policy de

veloper will need to specify the state space using a violation predicate that is preserved by 

homomorphism. The process of establishing that a violation predicate is preserved by ho

momorphism can be tedious. This process can be streamlined by decomposing preservation 

over homomorphism into two easily checkable conditions: 

1. The violation predicate is monotonic. 

2. The violation predicate is preserved by vertex contraction. 

In the following, these two conditions are defined with examples of how they can be used 

for demonstrating that a violation predicate is preserved by homomorphism. 

6.1.1 Monotonicity 

A graph predicate P is monotonic if, when P is evaluated to true for a relational structure 

G, adding vertices and edges to G will not cause P to be evaluated to false. Formally, 

a graph predicate P is monotonic iff, for every relational structure G and H , G ~ H 

implies P(G) =* P(H). If a violation predicate is monotonic , it means that any violation of 

legitimacy is preserved by the addition of vertices and edges to the offending social network. 

In Example 4.1, the violation predicate is not monotonic , causing refutation to become 

unsound. 

6.1.2 Preservation By Vertex Contraction 

Intuitively, vertex contraction is an operation that merges two vertices in a relational struc

ture. Formally, given a relational structure GE Q(X) and two vertices u, v EV, VC(G, u, v) 
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denotes the graph G' = (V', { R'L}LE.CJ, where: 

V' = V(G) \ {v} 

R'l = {(hu ,v(x), hu,v(Y)) I (x, y) E Rl(G)} 

Here , the function hu,v : V -+ V' is defined as follows: 

{

ll if x = v 
hu,v (x) = 

x otherwise 

In summary, VC(G , u, v) is obtained from G by "folding" v into u. All the edges previ-

ously joining v now join u instead. 

A graph predicate Pis preserved by vertex contraction iff P(G) => P( VC(G, u, v)). 

Example 4.2 shows a violation predicate that is not preserved by vertex contraction, thereby 

causing refutation to become unsound. 

Two properties of vertex contraction will be used in the rest of this section. 

Proposition 2. G is homomorphic to VC(G , u, v). 

Proof. By construction, the function hu,v is such a homomorphism. It is easy to check that 

adjacency is preserved by hu,v · D 

Moreover, if vertex contraction is carried out repeatedly (maybe on different vertex pairs), 

then G is still homomorphic to the resulting relational structure. This is because homomor

phisms compose [21]. In fact, there is a "converse" to this result: the homomorphic image 

of a graph is isomorphic to the result of a sequence of vertex contraction operations. 

Proposition 3. Suppose h is a homomorphism from G to H. Then there exists a sequence 

of graphs G0 , Ci, ... , Gn, for some n ~ 0, and a sequence of vertex pairs (u1, v1), (u2, v2), ... , 

(Un , Vn ), such that: 

1. Go= G, 
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3. Gn ~ h(G). 

Proof. The homomorphic mapping h from G to its homomorphic image h( G) is a surjective 

one: i.e., IV(C)I 2: IV(h(G))j. The statement is proved by induction on the quantity IV(G)l

IV(h(G))I. 

Base case IV(G)I = IV(h(G))j. That is, his injective and thus an isomorphism (Chapter 

4). Son= 0 and G0 = G ~ h(G). 

Induction step IV(G)I > IV(h(C))j. That is , his not injective. There must exist two dis

tinct vertices u1, V1 E V(G) such that h(u1) = h(v1). Consider the graph C1 = VC(G, u1, v1) . 

It can be easily shown that C1 -+ h( G) via the mapping h with its domain restricted to 

V(G) \ {v1 }. As IV(G1)I = IV(G)j -1, the induction hypothesis implies that the rest of the 

graph and vertex sequences exist for the homomorphism from G1 to h( G). D 

Note that, this proposition holds when both G and H are finite graphs. The following 

example shows that the proposition does not hold for infinite graphs. Consider any arbitrary 

infinite graph G and a graph H with only one vertex and a loop edge from that vertex to 

itself. Clearly, for any choice of G, there is a homomorphism from G to H. However, there 

is no finite sequence of vertex contraction operations on the vertices of G that will produce 

an isomorphic graph to H. The intuitive reason is that finitely many vertex contraction 

operations cannot reduce an infinite number of vertices to a single vertex. However, as 

stated in Chapter 3, only finite relational structures are being considered for this work. 

6.1.3 Preservation By Homomorphism 

To show that a graph predicate P is preserved by homomorphism, one could instead demon

strate that P is both monotonic and preserved by vertex contraction. 
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Theorem 2. A graph predicate P is preserved by homomorphism iff it is both monotonic 

and preserved by vertex contraction. 

Proof. ( =>) Let us prove the forward direction first. That is, if a graph predicate P is 

preserved by homomorphism, then P is both monotonic and preserved by vertex contraction. 

Suppose G ~ H , and P( G). Then G -t H by way of the identity mapping. Since P is 

preserved by homomorphism, we can deduce P(H). Therefore Pis monotonic. 

Suppose H = VC(G, u, v), and P(G). By Proposition 2, G is homomorphic to H , and 

thus we can deduce P(H). Therefore Pis preserved by vertex contraction. 

( <=) Here goes the proof for backward direction. That is, if a graph predicate P is both 

monotonic and preserved by vertex contraction, then P is preserved by homomorphism. 

Suppose graph predicate P is both monotonic and preserved by vertex contraction. Sup

pose further that G -t H via the homomorphism h , and P(G). 

Now, by Proposition 3, there exists a sequence of graphs G1 , G2 , ... , Gn, obtained from 

G = G0 by applications of vertex contraction. As P is preserved by vertex contraction, we 

have P(Gn)· In addition, Proposition 3 also guarantees that Gn ~ h(G). Since Pis a graph 

predicate, and thus it is implicitly assumed to be topology based (Section 5.1), we deduce 

that P(h(G)). Since h (G) is a substructure of H, by monotonicity, we have P(H). We can 

therefore conclude that Pis preserved by homomorphism. D 

Proving preservation by homomorphism is usually tedious. Monotonicity, however, is 

usually quite trivial to establish. Similarly, preservation by vertex contraction is also quite 

manageable, as one only focuses on the effect of "merging" a pair of vertices. 

Example 5. Consider again the four topological restrictions in Example 3. The following 

are the corresponding violation predicates. 

1. lrreftexivity and Antisymmetry. The violation predicate returns true 

whenever the graph contains two vertices (not necessarily distinct) that are 
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related to one another by recommend. It is easy to see that this predicate is 

monotonic: i.e., adding vertices and edges into a graph that contains a loop 

or a cycle of length two will not make them disappear. To see that violation 

is preserved by vertex contraction, note that the merging of two vertices in 

a cycle produces shorter cycles. So vertex contraction will preserve cycles of 

length no more than two. 

2. Antitransitivity. The violation predicate detects if there exist vertices x, 

y and z (not necessarily distinct) , for which supply holds between x and y, y 

and z, as well as x and z . Again, violation corresponds to the presence of a 

specific graph st ructure, and thus monotonicity follows immediately. As the 

vertices x, y and z above are not necessarily distinct , merging two vertices will 

not make the violation disappear. 

3. Acyclicity. The violation predicate returns true whenever the graph contains 

a directed cycle. This is a generalization of the violation predicate of Irreflex

ivity and Antisymmetry. Monotonicity and preservation by vertex contraction 

can be established in exactly the same manner. 

4. Bipartiteness. The violation predicate returns true whenever the graph 

contains an odd-length cycle [8, Theorem 1.2]. Again, monotonicity is obvious. 

Note that the merging of two vertices in an odd-length cycle will produce two 

cycles, one with an even length, the other with an odd length. Thus violation 

is preserved by vertex contraction. 

6.2 Completeness 

When the refutation procedure declares a workflow to be "infeasible", soundness guarantees 

that the declaration must be correct. Another possible declaration is "maybe feasible " . If the 

declaration of "maybe feasible " always implies that the workflow is feasible, then we can say 
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that the refutation procedure is complete. In a technical sense, the refutation procedure is 

complete. 

Theorem 3 (Completeness). The refutation procedure is complete if the violation predicate 

P is preserved by homomorphism. 

Proof. Let W = (T, :::; , C). Suppose the refutation procedure declares W to be "maybe 

feasible" . Then there exists a minimal task network Gt = (T, {Cz}tE.c) in TN(W) for 

which 1P( Gt). Let h : T -+ U be any bijective function from the set of tasks to the 

set of users. Construct social network Gs = \h(T) , {Rz}zE.c) such that (h(t1 ), h(t2 )) E Rz 

whenever (t1 , t2) E Cz. By construction, Gt~ Gs via h. Since P is implicitly assumed to be 

topology based, we know that 1P(Gt)::::} 1P(Gs)· Therefore, Gs E Q[>(U), and Wis indeed 

feasible. O 

According to the proof above, whenever the refutation procedure fails to declare a work

flow infeasible, the procedure can provide a witness (i.e., a social network in the state space) 

to the workflow's feasibility. Note that, the proof above essentially describes the construction 

of such a witness. 

In practice, the picture is actually more complex. The above completeness theorem 

demands that the violation predicate must be preserved by homomorphism. A violation 

predicate that precisely characterizes the state space may be highly complex, and thus it 

needs not be preserved by homomorphism. A pragmatic policy developer will be wise to 

use another predicate P1 to approximate P, in such a way that P1 can be shown to be 

preserved by homomorphism. Specifically, she will adopt an under-estimation of P: i.e. , 

P'(G) ::::} P(G) for every GE Q(U). (An under-estimation of violation identifies some cases 

of violations , but not all cases of violations. In other words, when the policy developer 

specifies an under-estimation of violation, she is essentially over-estimating the size of the 

state space.) In this way, when the refutation procedure uses P' to refute the feasibility of a 

workflow W , the conclusion is still sound. But then when the refutation procedure fails to 
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refute the feasibility of W , we can only conclude that •P'(W) but not necessarily •P(W), 

and thus "maybe feasible" is actually an appropriate verdict. In summary, the precision of 

the refutation procedure depends on the precision of the characterization of the state space. 

Now that we know if we focus on violation predicates that are preserved by homomor

phism, then workflow feasibility is decidable via refutation. The next chapter examines a 

class of violation predicates that renders feasibility tractable. 
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Chapter 7 

Using PDL For Violation Specification 

This chapter examines the specification of violation predicates using a formal specification 

language. There were two design objectives behind this language. The first objective con

cerns the appropriateness of the specified predicates. In order for the refutation procedure 

to be sound, violation predicates shall be preserved by homomorphism. Consequently, the 

specification language should express only graph predicates that are preserved by homomor

phism. The second objective concerns the efficiency of evaluating the specified predicates. 

We may infer from the previous chapter that, if the violation predicate is polynomial-time 

checkable, then the refutation procedure will take polynomial time for each task network. 

It is therefore desirable to have a specification language that captures only polynomial-time 

checkable graph predicates. 

To meet both objectives, a monotonic fragment of the Propositional Dynamic Logic 

(PDL) [15] is adopted for specifying violation predicates. As we shall see, this PDL-based 

specification language is preserved by homomorphism, and has a polynomial-time model 

checking algorithm (25). 

It should be noted that, minor adaptations have been introduced to the PDL to meet a 

certain purpose. Specifically, we observe in Example 5 that many violation predicates detect 

the presence of cyclic substructures. This adaptation of PDL can be used for specifying the 

existence of such substructures. 

7.1 Syntax and Semantics of PDL 

The following is a brief introduction to the syntax and semantics of the PDL fragment on 

which the specification language is based. 
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Suppose there is a finite or countably infinite set Prop of propositional symbols. The 

monotonic PDL fragment involves two types of constructs: formulas and relations. The 

syntax of formulas (</> , 1/J) and relations (a, /3) are defined inductively in the following: 

a , /3 ::= l I -a I a U /3 I a; /3 I a* 

</> , 1/J ::= T I P I </> V 1/J I </> /\ 1/J I (a)</> 

where l E [, is a relation identifier, and p E Prop is a propositional symbol. Informally, 

relations are regular expressions with the relation identifiers as the alphabet. Specifically, 

the regular expression language offers the following relation combinators: converse ( - ) , 

alternation (u), concatenation (;) and Kleene star (*). Lastly, formulas are modal logic 

formulas with relations as modalities. Note that only monotonic constructs are considered as 

there is neither negation (1) nor falsehood (1.) in this language. Note also that "</>?" relation 

in PDL (originally for constructing conditional relations) is not included. As we shall see, 

this last design decision has a significant impact on the complexity of model checking. 

The formulas and relations are interpreted over a relational structure G = (V, { Rz}zELJ 

and a labelling function L : Prop --+ 2 v. The labelling function specifies for each proposi

tional symbol the set of vertices for which the propositional symbol is true. Two interpreta

tion functions µc and Pc,L respectively provide the interpretations of relations and formulas 

(for the specific G and L). Specifically, µc(a) ~ V x V is a binary relation over the vertex 

set of G. Similarly, Pc,£(¢) ~ V identifies the set of vertices in G for which the formula ¢ is 

satisfied. When the choice of G and Lis clear, they are simply written as µ(a) and p(¢) for 

brevity. The semantics of the language is defined as follows. 

• µ(l) = Rz 

• µ(-a)= µ(a)- 1 (inverse of a relation) 

• µ(a U /3) =µ( a ) U µ( /3) 
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• µ(a; /3) =µ(a) o µ( /3) (relational composition) 

• µ(a *)= µ(a)* (reflexive transitive closure) 

• p(T) = V 

• p(p) = L(p) 

• p( </> v 1/J) = p( </>) u p( 1/J) 

• p( </> tu/J) = p( </>) n p( 1/J) 

• p((a) </>) = {u EV I 3v E p(¢ ). (u,v) E µ(a)} 

In words, l is interpreted simply as the binary relation Rz in G. The converse -a is 

interpreted as the inverse of the relation represented by a. Alternation a U f3 is interpreted 

as the union of the relations represented by a and /3 . The concatenation a ; f3 is the relational 

composition of the relations represented by a and /3 . The Kleene star a* is interpreted as 

the reflexive transitive closure of the relation represented by a . The constant formula T is 

satisfied by all vertices in G. The propositional symbol pis satisfied by the vertices in L(p). 

Disjm1ction and conjunction are interpreted as set union and intersection. The formula (a )</> 

is satisfied by those vertices with an a -neighbor that in turn satisfies ¢ . 

The satisfaction relation is defined as G, L ,u f= </> whenever u E Pc,L(<f>). When this is 

the case, the graph pattern specified by ¢ is satisfied in G at vertex u with labelling function 

L. 

7.2 Specifying Violation Predicates with PDL 

Without using propositional symbols (i.e. , Prop = 0) , the above language allows us to 

write formulas that represent path patterns (with T as the pattern for the empty path). 

Recall we observe from Example 5 that many violation predicates detect cyclic structures in 
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the social network. Therefore the monotonic PDL fragment is customized for representing 

cyclic structures. Specifically, there will be exactly one propositional symbol org, called the 

anchor. In essence, Prop = {org}. The anchor proposition org names the vertex from 

which the search for cyclic pattern begins1 . In this way, we can write formulas that detect 

if the initial vertex is revisited, and thus a cycle is found. Formally, let [org 1---t u] denote 

the labelling function L : { org} -t U for which L( org) = u. Then the following checks if the 

cyclic structure specified by </> exists in G by initiating the search from the vertex u. 

G, [org 1---t u], u f= <P 

We can therefore use PDL formulas to specify violation predicates. Specifically, [</>] denotes 

the graph predicate that takes a graph G as argument and returns true iff: 

there exists u E V( G) such that G, [org 1---t u], u f= </> . 

That is, [</>] searches for a vertex u E V( G) at which </> is satisfied. The space of protection 

states induced by </> is therefore 9 1i4>n (U). 

Example 6. Consider again the four violation predicates identified in Example 5. They are 

written as PDL predicates in the following. 

1. Irrefiexivity and Antisymmetry. The violation predicate looks for a pair 

of vertices u and v (not necessarily distinct), such that u has a recommend 

edge to v, and v has a recommend edge to u. 

(recommend; recommend)org 

Note the use of the anchor proposition org to detect the origin of search. An 

alternative but equivalent specification is the following: 

(recommend) (recommend)org 

1 A propositional symbol that names a specific vertex is called a nominal in hybrid logic (? , 9] . 
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2. A ntitransitivity. The violation predicate looks for three vertices u, v and 

w (not necessarily distinct) such that (u, v) E Rsuppfy, (v , w) E Rsupply and 

( u, W) E Rsupply· 

(supply; supply; -supply)org 

Note the use of converse (-) in this example. 

3. Acyclicity. The violation predicate detects a cycle of relationship type supervise 

in the social network. 

(supervise; supervise*)org 

Note the use of Kleene star (*) in this example. 

4. Bipartiteness. The violating structure is an odd-length undirected cycle of 

relationship type deals-with in the social network. Note that the direction of 

a deals-with edge does not matter. Let l be a shorthand for deals-with. 

((l U -l); ((l U -l); (l U -l))*)org 

Note the use of alternation (U) in this example. 

The following is a corollary of a well-known result [7, Chapter 2]. That result and relevant 

definitions are reproduced in Appendix A. The proof of the following theorem depends on 

understanding Appendix A. 

Theorem 4. For every formula </> in the above monotonic fragment of PDL, [</>] is preserved 

by homomorphism. 

Proof. Assume a PDL-formula </> is satisfied by a vertex u in a relational structure G and G is 

homomorphic to H by a function h. By the first assumption, G, [org r-+ u], u f= </>. As stated 

in Chapter 4, there is a surjective strong homomorphism between G and its homomorphic 

image h( G). By Proposition 6 presented in Appendix A, the following holds: h( G) , [org r-+ 

h( u)] , h( u) f= <J> . Moreover </> is monotonic by definition of the language. As the homomorphic 
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image h(G) is a substructure of H, the following holds too: H, [org r+ h(u)], h(u) f= <J> . That 

completes the proof. 

D 

Preservation is due to the choice of a monotonic fragment of PDL. Therefore, specifying 

violation predicates with this PDL fragment preserves the soundness of refutation. 

7.3 Model Checking 

This section shows that evaluating a graph predicate [4>] takes polynomial time. This involves 

testing the f= relation at every vertex of the graph argument. For this, an adaptation of 

Lange's PDL model checking algorithm (25] is presented here. 

Suppose G = (V, {Rz}zE.c) . Let n = IVI· A binary relation over V is represented as 

a boolean square matrix (i.e., an n x n matrix with boolean entries). Specifically, µ(a) 

returns such a matrix. Besides, a boolean column vector of size n represents a subset of V. 

Specifically, p( 4>) returns such a column vector. 

With this data representation, µ can be evaluated inductively using matrix operations. 

As the base case, µ(l) is simply the boolean matrix representation of R1• Now, µ(-a) 

involves transposing a matrix, and µ(a U /3) involves bitwise-or. Both operations take O(n2 ) 

time. Next , µ(a; /3 ) involves (boolean) matrix multiplication, while µ(a*) involves reflexive 

transitive closure. Both operations are O(n3
). In summary, O(n3

) time is needed for each 

relation subexpression. 

In a similar fashion, p can be evaluated inductively. The picture, however, is sightly 

more complex. The evaluation of Pc,[orgi-+u] must be performed for every u E V. The first 

base case Pc,[orgi-+u] (T) is a column vector with all entries set to 1. The second base case 

PG,[orgi-+uJ(org) is a column vector with a 1 in u's row, and 0 everywhere else. The evaluation 

of PG,[orgi-+u] ( </> V 'ljJ ) and PG,[orgi-+u] ( </> /\ 'ljJ ) involve bitwise-or and bitwise-and respectively, both 

are O(n) operations. The evaluation of PG,(orgi-+uJ((a)¢) involves the multiplication of the 
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n x n matrix µc(a) with the column vector PG,(orgi-+uJ(¢), which is an O(n2
) operation. In 

summary, evaluating PG,(orgi-+u] ( ¢) for a single u E V is an 0( n2
) operation. Therefore, 

evaluating PG,[orgi-+uJ(</>) for every u EV takes O(n3
) time. 

Since the processing of each subexpression or subformula takes O(n3) time, and there are 

all together 14>1 subexpressions and subformulas, the evaluation of[</>] takes 0(1 ¢1 x n3 ) time. 

Although a third-degree polynomial is involved, the complexity is actually quite reasonable, 

as the refutation procedure evaluates the violation predicate against task networks rather 

than social networks. While the latter typically have an intimidating size, the former have 

a much more manageable size. This same assumption regarding the small number of tasks 

in a typical workflow has been used by other authors also [33). 

The design choice of not including the "¢?" construct from PDL pays dividend in the time 

complexity of model checking. Had that construct been included, the interpretation function 

µc would be parameterized not only by G, but also the labelling function (as in µc,£). As 

a result , we would have to perform an O(n3
) operation for every relation subexpression and 

for every labelling function [org i----+ u], where u E V. The final tally for the time complexity 

of model checking would then be 0(1¢1 x n4
) instead of the current 0(1 4>1 x n3

). 

7.4 Complexity of Refutation 

When the constraint expression is conjunctive, the minimal task network can be readily con

structed from the constraint expression, and thus refutation can be conducted in polynomial 

time by applying the above model checking algorithm over the minimal constraint network. 

But with this restriction of expressiveness, certain constraints such as global cardinality 

constraints [28] and existential constraints (32 , 33] can not be expressed. 

The following theorem asserts that refutation using PDL formulas is computationally 

hard for general constraint expressions. 

Theorem 5. Given a workflow Wand a PDL formula </>, deciding if [</>](G) is true for every 
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task network G E TN (W) is coNP-complete. 

Proof. The PDL refutation problem asks: given a workflow specification W and a PDL 

formula ¢, does the following hold? 

VG E TN(W). :3u E V(G). G, [org rt u], u ~ </> (7.1) 

The co-problem decides the following condition: 

:3G E TN(W). Vu E V(G). G, [org rt u], u ~ </> (7.2) 

This co-problem is in NP since a non-deterministic algorithm can first guess a task network 

G and then verify the rest of the condition using the model checking algorithm in Section 

7.3. 

Moreover the co-problem is NP-hard because a 3CNF formula 'ljJ in propositional logic 

can be translated into a workflow specification W and a PDL formula ¢, such that 'ljJ is 

satisfiable iff condition (7.2) holds for W and ¢. Intuitively, <P encodes the negation of 'l/J : 

i.e. <P is in 3DNF form. The translation is presented below. 

Given a 3CNF formula 'ljJ = (Zn V l12 V l13) /\ .. . /\ (lm1 V lm2 V lm3) with k variables 

xi, ... , xk, we can construct a workflow specification W = (T, ::; , C) , such that T = { t} , and 

C = (P1(t , t) V ni(t , t)) /\ (P2(t , t) V n2(t , t)) /\ ... /\ (Pk(t , t) V nk(t, t)), where Pi and ni are 

relation identifiers representing the literals Xi and 'Xi respectively. Note that every minimal 

task network of W corresponds to exactly one of the 2k truth assignments for the variables 

The PDL formula is constructed as <P = compile('l)J) , which encodes the complement of 

the 3CNF formula 'ljJ . Specifically, the compile function is defined inductively as follows: 

compile(xi) = (ni)org 

compile( ' xi) = (Pi)org 

compile( 'ljJ1 V 'ljJ2) = compile( 'l/J1) /\ compile( 'l/J2) 

compile( 'ljJ1 /\ 'l/J2) = compile( 'ljJ1) V compile( 'l/J2) 

Note that the PDL formula <P is in 3DNF form and is monotonic. 
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By construction, a truth assignment for x1, ... , Xk satisfies the 3CNF formula 'ljJ iff the 

corresponding minimal task network G is such that G, [org f-t t], t ~ <f> . 

Thus it is proved that deciding condition (7.2) is NP-complete, and thus deciding condi-

tion (7.1) is coNP-complete. 0 

This result implies that workflow feasibility, of which refutation is a co-problem, is NP

complete when the violation predicate is specified in PDL. Intuitively, feasibility is hard in 

the general setting because it involves a search for a non-violating task network among all 

task networks. In contrast, there is only one minimal task network when the constraint 

expression is conjunctive, and it takes only polynomial time to check if this minimal task 

network satisfies a graph predicate that is specified in PDL. 

7.5 Implementation 

A model checker is developed for evaluating a PDL formula in a ReBAC relational structure 

using Java. The model checker is thoroughly tested using unit test modules. It took one 

man-week for developing this model checker including the test code. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion 

This chapter extends this thesis in two directions. One direction is to analyze the availability 

problems of a more general workflow specification. The control flow of the workflow specifi

cation defined in Chapter 3 is simplistic. A partial order relation specifies the control flow 

among the tasks. This is consistent with the treatment found in the literature [28, 33, 13]. 

Real-world scenarios can be much more complex than partial ordering. Consider a medical 

treatment workflow which defines alternative courses of actions depending on the patient 's 

age. Mere partial ordering can not capture this conditional branching. This limitation 

motivated me to analyze the problems studied in this thesis in a more general workflow 

setting. Section 8.1 to 8.4 will report that pursuit. Another direction leads to hybridization 

of the language for expression of violation predicates. The PDL-based language presented in 

Chapter 7 can capture cycles and paths. In order to encode more complex graph structure, I 

attempted to incorporate hybrid operators into that language. Section 8.5 will discuss that. 

8.1 Workflow Patterns 

Workflow pattern [31] refers to the control flow pattern of a workflow specification. In 

Chapter 3, the workflow pattern is specified as a partial order relation among the tasks. 

Aalst et al. summarized different workflow patterns that appeared in commercial systems 

and literature in [31]. In the following, I extend the framework of Chapter 3 by incorporating 

a selection of patterns from their list. The selected patterns are the following: 

1. Sequence: The Sequence pattern imposes a simple flow relationship between two tasks 

t i and t1 such that task tJ can be started only after task t i finishes. 
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2. AND-split: An AND-split models those points in a workflow where the running 

process forks off two or more sub-processes which can run concurrently. The task 

which creates the split is called an AND-split task (31] and the subsequent tasks will 

be called factional tasks. Note that, all factional tasks of an AND-split must be 

executed. 

3. AND-join: An AND-join is the place where several concurrent processes merge or 

synchronize. The merging tasks will be referred as synchronizing tasks and the task 

they merge into is called the AND-join task (31]. The AND-join task can not start 

until all the synchronizing tasks are completed. 

4. XOR-split: An XOR-split encodes those scenarios where depending on some run-time 

condition, only one of the alternative tasks is carried out. As before; the task which 

creates the split is the XOR-split task [31) and the subsequent alternative tasks will 

be called factional tasks. In contrast to an AND-split, only one of the factional tasks 

of an XOR-split can be executed in a single run of the workflow. 

5. XOR-join: An XOR-join indicates asynchronous join of processes. An XOR-join 

task can start when one of its synchronizing tasks comes to completion. It is assumed 

that, only one of the synchronizing tasks is executing at any point of time (31]. 

It should be noted that Sequence, AND-split and AND-join can be encoded by partial 

order relation in the following way: 

• A Sequence is captured by ti :::; tJ where i i= j. 

• An AND-split task ti with the set X of factional tasks can be expressed by 

creating IXI pairs of form ti :::; tJ for each tJ E X. 

• An AND-join task ti with the set X of synchronizing tasks can be expressed 

by creating IXI pairs of form tJ :::; ti for each tJ E X. 
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However, XOR-split and XOR-join can not be captured by only partial order relation. 

To get a better understanding of these workflow patterl).s, take a look at the following 

hypothetical workflow. 

Example 7. Consider a workflow for preparing monthly statement for the customers of a 

cell-phone operator company. Assume the company awards special offers to its customers 

depending on their total usage as cumulated from the time they started using its service. A 

monthly statement has two parts: one includes the due for the last month's usage, and the 

other part lists those offers the customer has become eligible for. Figure 8.1 demonstrates 

the workflow where the boxes represent tasks and the ellipses indicate flow patterns. The 

first task is to determine the usage for the last month. After that, one can start calculating 

the due and checking eligibility for offers at the same time. So an AND-split forks off two 

parallel subprocesses. Again, monthly due is calculated in two steps. First the due for voice 

usage is determined using one flat rate. Next the due for data usage is assessed. Assume 

that the company have two plans for data usage. Accordingly, the workflow applies one of 

the two modules for calculating due, depending on the data plan the user is subscribed to. 

An XOR-split specifies that only one of these two tasks should be executed. When one of 

them completes , the process will start preparing the total due. An XOR-join accomplishes 

this condition. Once both offer eligibility assessment and due calculation are completed, the 
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task of statement preparation starts. Again, an AND-join ensures that both the due and 

the list of offers are ready before preparation of the statement begins. 

The following section presents a workflow authorization model incorporating the four 

aforementioned patterns. 

8.2 Workfiow Authorization Model 

As before, the model is based on ReBAC. Fixing such a ReBAC system with a set of relation 

identifiers£, a workftow specification Wis a 5-tuple (T, F, split , join , {Cz}lE.LJ, where: 

• T is the set of task identifiers. 

• F ~ T x T is the flow relation of the workftow such that the directed graph 

(T, F) is acyclic. If two tasks (ti, t2 ) E F, then t2 is the successor task 

of t1 (i.e., t2 may start right after t1 ends). Task t1 will be referred as the 

predecessor task of t2 • The successor tasks of a split (AND /XOR) task are 

its factional tasks. Similarly, the predecessor tasks of a join (AND /XOR) task 

are its synchronizing tasks. 

For notational convenience, I define two functions for referring to the prede

cessors and successors of a task. The function pred : T -+ 2T is such that for 

any task t ET, pred(t) = {t' I (t', t) E F}. In other words , pred(t) is the set 

of all predecessor tasks of task t. Similarly, the function succ : T -+ 2T relates 

each task with the set of its successor tasks. Technically, for any task t E T, 

succ(t) = {t' I (t, t') E F}. 

• spli t: T ~ {AND, XOR} is a partial function specifying the split property of 

tasks. For a task t ET, split(t) is defined if and only if jsucc(t)I > 1. 

• join: T ~ {AND, XOR} is a partial function specifying the join property of 

tasks. For a task t ET, join(t) is defined if and only if jpred(t)I > 1. 
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• { Cz }zE.c, the relationship constraints, is a family of binary relations, in

dexed by the set .C of relation identifiers. Each binary relation Cz ~ T x T 

specifies the type-l relationship constraints. Intuitively, if (t1, t2) E Cz then 

the executor of t1 must be related to the executor of t2 by way of a type-l 

relationship. This formulation is more or less similar to the conjunctive con

straints in Chapter 3. Since not every task is always performed in a complete 

run of a workflow, every constraint does not necessarily be satisfied. Section 

8.2.3 will specify this in detail. 

It is assumed that, two or more tasks, those can be executed in a single run of a workflow, 

never merge into an XOR-join task. As an example, two factional tasks of an AND-split 

task should not be the synchronizing tasks of an XOR-join task. 

Note that in [30], Aalst et al. developed the language YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Lan

guage) to specify workflows with more general patterns including the ones being considered 

here. YAWL is inspired by Petri nets. For simplicity, I chose to avoid Petri net. 

8.2.1 Flow Compliance 

Every (possibly partial) execution of the workflow results in the completion of a set of tasks 

S ~ T. The set of tasks resulting from such an execution has to maintain some properties. 

For convenience, let us call these properties together as fiow compliance. Specifically, 

given a workflow specification W = (T, F, split, join , { Cz}zE.c), a set of tasks S ~ Tis fiow 

compliant if the following statements hold for each task t ES: 

1. If join(t) = XOR (i.e., if it is an XOR-join task), then there is exactly one 

task t' E pred(t), such that t' ES. This maintains the condition that when an 

XOR-join task is included, exactly one of its synchronizing tasks is included 

in the set. 
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2. If join(t) =AND (i.e., if it is an AND-join task) or join(t) is not defined for 

t, then pred(t) ~ S. It emphasizes that when a non XOR-join task is included 

then all of its predecessor tasks are included. 

3. If split(t) =XOR (i.e., if it is an XOR-split task), then there is at most one 

task t' E succ(t), such that t' E S. This restricts more than one factional tasks 

of an XOR-split from being included in the set. 

In Example 7, the following set of tasks is flow-compliant: 

{Find Usage, List Offers, Voice Due, Data Due (Plan A)} 

Crampton and Huth proposed using Linear-Time Temporal Logic in order to capture 

this kind of properties (14]. 

8.2.2 Complete Set of Tasks 

Previously, completion of a workflow used to mean executing all tasks. However, in a work

flow with XOR patterns, not every task needs to be executed. As an example, only one 

of the factional tasks of an XOR-split should be executed in a single run of the workflow. 

Consequently, it needs to be specified what set of tasks will be considered as completing the 

workflow. Intuitively, a flow compliant set of tasks is complete if no proper superset of that 

set is also flow compliant. In other words, if we have a set of tasks such that one cannot add 

a task to it without breaching flow compliance, then the set is considered complete. As an 

instance, the following set of tasks is complete for Example 7: 

{Find Usage, List Offers , Voice Due, Data Due (Plan A), Total Due, Prepare Statement} 

Another complete set of tasks can be obtained by replacing Data Due (Plan A) with 

Data Due (Plan B). 
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8.2.3 Instantiation 

After selecting a complete set of tasks, the administrator will need to assign users to them. 

An instantiation of a set of task S ~ Tis a function Jrs : S -+ U, which assigns an user 

to each task t in S. However, the assignment needs to satisfy the applicable constraints 

in { Cz}ZEL> Specifically, given a workfiow W = \T, F, split , join , { Ct}tE.c) and a protection 

state G = \V, {Rz}zE.c ), an instantiation Jrs of the set of task S ~ Tis valid in G if the 

following two conditions are true: 

1. ran(7rs) ~ V. 

2. for every (ti, t2) E dom(7rs) x dom(7rs) and every l E £, if (ti, t2) E Cz then 

(7rs(t1) , 7rs(t2)) E Rz. 

Note that for an instantiation Jrs of S, the applicable constraints are those for which both 

the constrained tasks are in S. All constraints do not necessarily apply to a complete set 

of tasks. This is the reason why a boolean combination of constraints was not considered 

in the workfiow specification. It could be the case that, for a complete set of tasks, there is 

no satisfying truth assignment for the constraint expression in which every "true" -assigned 

constraint is an applicable constraint. For a policy designer, this would pose another chal

lenge to maintain that , for every complete set of tasks, there is a satisfying truth assignment 

which assigns "true" only to the applicable constraints for that set. This is more about 

internal validity of the workfiow specification, rather than the availability of users in the 

social network. To avoid such complication, only a family of binary constraints is allowed as 

constraints. 

8.3 Workfiow Satisfiability 

We cannot tell from the workfiow specification which set of tasks will be executed during 

runtime. As in Example 7, depending on the customer 's profile, one has to either execute 
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plan A or plan B. Which task will be selected is not under administrator's discretion. For 

this reason, existence of a valid instantiation of a complete set of tasks does not guarantee 

that the workflow can be completed. In Example 7, it can be the case that there is a valid 

instantiation of a complete set of tasks including execution of plan A. However there might 

be no user subscribing to plan A. In that case, we can not guarantee that the workflow can 

be completed (assuming the workflow is constrained). To address this problem, two variants 

of workflow satisfiability are defined in the following: 

Definition 6. A workflow W = (T, F, split , join, { Cz}tE£J is existentially satisfiable in 

a protection state G iff there exists a complete set of tasks S for which there exists a valid 

instantiation 7rs in the protection state G. 

Definition 7. A workflow W = (T, F, split , join , {Cz}ZE£J is universally satisfiable in a 

protection state G iff for each complete set of tasks S, there exists a valid instantiation 7rs 

in the protection state G. 

Intuitively existential satisfiability asserts the fact that there exists at least one way of 

selecting tasks and assigning users to them such that it completes the workfiow and satisfies 

the constraints. On the other hand, universal satisfiability guarantees that, for all possible 

ways of selecting a set of tasks to complete the workflow, there exists an instantiation (i.e., 

user assignment to tasks) which satisfies the constraints. When an administrator wants to 

know whether there is at least one possible way to complete the wor kfiow, she can check 

existential satisfiability. On the other hand, when she wants to assess higher degree of 

availability, she might want to prove that the workflow can be completed in all possible ways 

of task selections. Universal satisfiability can evaluate that claim. 

8.3.1 Workflow Satisfiability as Graph Homomorphism 

As before, workfiow satisfiability can be defined in terms of homomorphism between two 

relational structures. For a flow compliant set of tasks S ~ T , the task network induced by 
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Sis TN(W, S) = (S, { Cz8}zE,e), where for each l E £, Cz8 = Czn(S x S). In words, {Cz8}zEL is 

a family of binary relations, indexed by the set ,C of relation identifiers. Each binary relation 

Cz8 ~ TxT includes the pairs of tasks that are in Sand are constrained by type-l relationship 

constraint. Let TN (W) be the set of all task networks induced by the complete set of 

tasks. Specifically, TN (W) = {TN (W, S) I S is a complete set of tasks}. The following 

proposition characterizes existential satisfiability in terms of graph homomorphism: 

Proposition 4. A workflow specification W is existentially satisfiable in protection 

state Giff there exists a task network in TN(W) that is homomorphic to G. 

The proof is straightforward from the definition of existential satisfiability as the existence 

of a valid instantiation of a complete set of tasks. Now the following proposition characterizes 

universal satisfiability in terms of homomorphism: 

Proposition 5. A workflow specification W is universally satisfiable in protection state 

Giff every task network in TN(W) is homomorphic to G. 

Again the proof follows directly from the definition of universal satisfiability as the exis

tence of a valid instantiation for all complete set of tasks. 

8.3.2 Computational Complexity 

The problem of existential satisfiability of a workflow is in NP. To solve a problem instance, 

a nondeterministic Turing Machine needs to do the following: 1) guess a complete set of task 

and a homomorphism from the corresponding induced task network to the social network. 

2) Verify the above guesses (which takes polynomial time). The problem is NP-hard since 

deciding whether a relational structure is homomorphic to another relational structure is 

NP-complete. So, existential satisfiability problem is NP-complete. 

On the other hand, the universal satisfiability problem of a workflow is NP-hard since 

m1iversal satisfiability is same as existential satisfiability for instances with no XOR patterns. 
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Moreover, the problem is in coNPNP. Suppose there is an NP-oracle machine M' answering 

whether there is a valid instantiation for a given complete set of tasks. Having access to M', 

we can design another Nondeterministic Turing machine M that solves the co-problem of 

universal satisfiability. In other words, M detects whether there exists a set of complete tasks 

for which there does not exist a valid instantiation. M guesses a complete set of tasks and 

accesses M' to check whether there is a valid instantiation for that set of tasks. If M' returns 

no, M returns yes for the problem instance. So the co-problem of universal satisfiability is 

in NPNP. Consequently, universal satisfiability is in coNPNP. However, whether universal 

satisfiability is coNPNP -hard is an open problem. 

8.4 Workfiow Feasibility 

Since satisfiability is the basis of feasibility, there are two variants of feasibility as there are 

two types of satisfiability. They are defined in the following. 

Definition 8. A workflow specification W is weakly feasible for the family of social net

works induced by a characteristic predicate P, iff there is a social network G E Qp(U) such 

that W is existentially satisfiable in G. 

Definition 9. A workflow specification W is strongly feasible for the family of social 

networks induced by a characteristic predicate P, iff there is a social network G E Qp(U) 

such that W is universally satisfiable in G. 

As before, we can decide feasibility by a refutation procedure. This time, two variants of 

feasibility demand two types of condition for refutation. The refutation procedure can de

clare a workflow not strongly feasible, if there exists a complete set of tasks for which the 

corresponding induced task network contains a violation. On the other hand, the procedure 

can declare a workflow not weakly feasible, if for all complete set of tasks, the corre

sponding induced task network contains a violation. Specifically, the refutation procedure 

for deciding weak feasibility is the following: 
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To determine if Wis weakly feasible for Q;;(U), evaluate P(G) 

for every task network G E TN (W). If the test is positive 

in every case, then declare W "not weakly feasible " ; otherwise 

declare W "maybe weakly feasible" . 

On the other hand, the following refutation procedure can decide strong feasibility: 

To determine if Wis strongly feasible for Q;;(U) , evaluate P(G) 

for every task network G E TN (W). If the test is positive in at 

least one case, then declare W "not strongly feasible" ; otherwise 

declare W "maybe strongly feasible" . 

The computational complexity of the refutation problem for strong feasibility is NP-complete. 

The following theorem states this fact. 

Theorem 6. Given a workflow W and a PDL formula </>, deciding if there exists a task 

network GE TN(W) for which [</>](G) is true is NP-complete. 

Proof. The PDL refutation problem asks: given a workflow specification W and a PDL 

formula </>, is the following true? 

3G E TN(W) . 3u E V(G). G, [org I-+ u], u f= </> (8.1) 

This problem is in NP for the same reason as presented in the proof of Theorem 5. Moreover, 

the problem is NP-hard because a 3CNF formula 1/; in propositional logic can be translated 

to a workflow specification W and a PDL formula </>, such that 1/; is satisfiable iff condition 

(8.1) holds for W and ¢. The translation is specified below. 

Given a 3CNF formula 'ljJ = (l11 V li2 V fi3) /\ ... /\ (lm1 V lm2 V lm3) with k variables 

x1, ... , X k , we can construct a workflow specification W = \T, F, split , join , { Cz }zE.c) such 

that: 
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• T = {to} U {ti I i E { 1, ... , k}} U {ti I i E { 1, ... , k}} U {ti I i E { 1, ... , k}}. Task to is 

created as a special task. As we will see, whenever the 3CNF formula 1jJ is satisfiable, 

the PDL formula </> will be true in a task network at t 0 • For each i E {1 , ... , k }, task 

ti stands for the variable Xi of the 3CNF formula 1jJ . Moreover, ti and ti corresponds 

respectively to the "true" and "false" values of the variable xi . 

• F = { (to , ti) I i E { 1, ... , k}} U { (ti, tt) I i E { 1, ... , k}} U { (ti, ti) I i E { 1, ... , k}}. 

In words, each task ti (corresponding to the variable xi) is a successor task to the task 

t0 . Moreover, each pair of ti and ti (corresponding to the truth values of the variable 

xi ) are the successor tasks of the task k 

• split = {(to, AND)} U {(ti, XOR) I i E {1 , ... , k} }. Since the task t0 is an AND-split, 

every factional task ti must be included in a complete set of task. Again, each task 

ti is an XOR-split task. Consequently, for any i E {1 , ... , k }, either tt or ti must 

be included in a complete set of tasks. This is in accordance to the fact that a truth 

assignment assigns either "true" or "false" to each variable. 

• j oin = {} i.e., there is no join task. 

• The set of relation identifiers £ = {1 , 2, ... , k, true, fals e}. For each i E {1, ... , k } , 

relation i is created to relate the task ti (representing the variable xi ) to task t0 . 

Besides, relation true and fals e will relate each task ti respectively to the tasks tt and 

ti which represent the boolean values of t/ s corresponding variable xi . 

• {Cz}zE.c= {Ci}iE{l ,. .. ,k} u C true u Cfalse where C i ={(to , ti)} , Ctrue = {(ti, tt) I i E 

{1 , ... , k}} and Cfalse = {(ti, ti) I i E {1 , ... , k }}. As explained above, for each 

i E {1 , ... , k }, there is a type-i relationship constraint between the tasks t0 and ti . 

Besides, for each i E {1 , ... , k }, there is an edge labelled as true (alt. fals e) from the 

task t i to the task tt (alt. ti). 

By construction, every complete set of task corresponds to a truth assignment to the 
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variables of the 3CNF formula 'ljJ and vice versa. Moreover, for a complete set of tasks which 

includes task ti where i E {1 , ... , k }, the following condition will hold in the corresponding 

induced task network G: G, [org t-+ t0 ], t0 f= (i) (true) T. Similarly, when task t; is included, 

thefollowingwillhold: G, [orgr-+t0),t0 f= (i)(false)T. Asnotedabove,foralli E {1, ... , k}, 

exactly one task between ti and t; is included in every complete set of tasks. 

Now the PDL formula <P = compile('l/;) , where compile function is defined inductively as 

follows: 

compile( xi) = (i) (true) T 

compile( ' xi ) = (i) (jalse) T 

compile( 'l/;1 V 'l/;2) = compile( 'l/;1) V compile( 'l/;2) 

compile( 'l/;1 /\ 'l/;2) = compile( 'l/;1) /\compile( 'l/;2) 

Note that the PDL formula </> is in 3CNF form and is monotonic. Now by construction, a 

truth assignment for X1 , ... , X k satisfies the 3CNF formula 'ljJ iff the task network G, induced 

by the corresponding complete set of tasks, is such that G, [org r-+ t 0 ], t0 f= <f> . 0 

The computational complexity of the refutation problem for weak feasibility is stated in 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 7. Given a workflow Wand a PDL formula ¢ , deciding whether [</>](G) is true 

for every task network GE TN(W) is coNP-complete. 

Proof. The refutation problem asks: given a workflow specification W and a PDL formula 

¢ , does the following hold? 

VG E TN(W). 3u E V(G). G, [org t-+ u], u f= </> (8.2) 

The co-problem of this problem decides the following condition: 

3G E TN(W). Vu E V(G). G, [org r-+ u], u ~ </J (8.3) 

As before, this co-problem is in NP. Moreover, the co-problem is NP-hard because a 3CNF 

formula 'ljJ in propositional logic can be translated into a workflow specification W and a 
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PDL formula </; , such that 'ljJ is satisfiable iff condition (8.3) holds for W and </J. Intuitively, 

¢ encodes the negation of 'ljJ : i.e. ¢ is in 3DNF form. 

Given a 3CNF formula 'ljJ , the construction of the workfiow specification is same as in 

the proof of Theorem 6. Besides, ¢ =compile( ?/J). This time, the compile function is defined 

inductively in the following way: 

compile( xi) = (i) (false) T 

compile(-ixi) = (i) (true) T 

compile( ?/J1 V ?/J2) = compile( ?/J1) /\compile( 'ljJ2) 

compile(?/J1 /\ ?/J2) = compile(?jJ1) V compile(?jJ2) 

By construction, a truth assignment satisfies the 3CNF formula 'ljJ iff the task network G, 

induced by the corresponding complete set of tasks, is such that G, [org H t0), to ~ ¢ . Since 

only task t0 has outgoing i-labelled edges, there is no possibility of <P being true at any other 

task. So, the 3CNF formula 'ljJ is satisfiable iff there exists a task network G in TN (W) such 

that Vu E V(G). G, [org Hu), u ~ ¢. 0 

8.5 Hybridization of Language 

The labelling function for the language presented in Chapter 7 gives a name ( org) to the 

origin (i.e., the vertex where a violation predicate is being evaluated). For this reason, we 

could specify formulas those are true when the origin is revisited in a traversal. However, 

there is no way to differentiate among vertices other than the origin. Consequently, the 

language fails to capture some more complex graph structures. The following is an example 

of such a structure. 

Example 8. Recall the first violation (irreflexivity and antisymmetry) in Example 5.1 where 

two users cannot recommend one another. Consider a more complicated setting where the 

social network consists of two types of users: providers and consumers of a certain service 

or product. This time, two users of the same type can not recommend one another. In 

other words, two providers (alt. two consumers) can not recommend one another. Assume 
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Recommend 

(;} ~rommend~ 
Provider Provider 

Figure 8.2: A Violating Structure 

that relations Provider and Consumer relates an user to herself whenever she is a provider or 

consumer respectively. Moreover, no user is both consumer and provider at the same time. 

Figure 8.2 shows the violating structure. 

The PDL-based language can not capture this structure. For that, we need a language 

which can name vertices dynamically and can refer to a vertex by its name. As it turns out , 

Hybrid Logic is our solution (20, 2]. 

Hybrid Logic is an extension of propositional modal logic, which has mechanisms for 

naming states (i.e., vertices/users in social network) , and for referring to states by their 

names. First of all, hybrid logic offers state variable which can be used dynamically in order 

to refer to a state. An assignment function dictates where a state variable is true in the 

model. The binder operator (.t.) names the current state with a state variable. The rest of 

the formula is evaluated in a model where the variable is true at that state. Secondly, we can 

directly refer to a state where a state variable is true by using the satisfaction operator @ 

[2]. The @ operator can be parameterized by a state variable, and the formula that follows 

@ is evaluated at the vertex where the state variable is true. In this way, one can name 

a state using the binder and, at some later point in the formula , can resume evaluation at 

that state using the satisfaction operator. The following discussion presents the syntax and 

semantics of a hybridized version of the language presented in Chapter 7. 

As before, £ is the set of relation identifiers of the ReBAC system. Additionally, Var is 

a countably infinite set of state variables. Note that £and Var are disjoint. As in Chapter 

7, there are two types of constructs in the language: formulas and relations. The syntax 

of relation remains the same. The syntax for formulas( </> , 'l/;) is defined inductively in the 
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following: 

where x E Var. Fixing this syntax, the next paragraphs explain the semantics. 

The formulas and relations are interpreted over a relational structure G = (V, { Rz }zEL.: ). 

An assignment g for G is a function g: Var --1- V. In words, the assignment flmction maps 

each variable to a vertex in the relational structure. Given an assignment g : Var --1- V, 

a vertex u E V and and a state variable x E Var , the function g~ is defined as follows: 

g~(x) = u and g~ (y) = g(y) for ally =I- x . Intuitively, g~ is the same as g except it assigns x 

to u. Now given a relational structure G and an assignment g, the satisfaction relation for 

formulas is defined in the following way. (Note that , µ is the interpretation function of the 

relations as defined in Chapter 7.) 

• G , g,ul=T 

• G , g,u I= x iff u = g(x) for x E Var 

• G , g, u I= </> v 1/J iff G, g, u I= </> or G , g, u I= 1/J 

• G , g, u I= </> /\ 1/J iff G, g, u I= </> and G, g, u I= 1/J 

• G, g, u I= (a)¢ iff there exists a vertex v such that (u, v) E µ(a) and G, g, v I= </> 

• G, g, u I= @x<f> iff G , g, g(x) I= </> for x E Var 

• G, g, u I=+ x .<f> iff G, g~, u I= </> for x E Var 

Now let us look at how this hybridized language can express the violation predicate 

for specifying the structure presented in Example 8. Considering i, j as the shorthands 

respectively for the relation identifiers Provider and Recommend , the following formula will 

detect the violation: 
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-!- x.( (i)x /\ ( (j) -!- y.( (i)y /\ (j)x))) 

where x and y are state variables. In Figure 8.2, the formula will be true in the vertices 

labelled as A and B. First, the formula assigns variable x to the current state. Then it 

checks two conjunctive conditions. One is whether the current state has an i (Provider) edge 

towards herself or not. The other conjunct is true when there is a j (Recommend) neighbour 

(which is named as y) of the current state which has an i (Provider) edge to herself and a j 

(Recommend) edge to the current one. 

All formulas written in this hybridized PDL-language are preserved by homomorphism 

too. The following theorem states this fact: 

Theorem 8. For every formula </> in the above hybridized version of monotonic PDL, [</>] is 

preserved by homomorphism. 

Proof. The proof for the non-hybrid constructs follows from the proof of Proposition 6 in 

Appendix A and Theorem 4 in Chapter 7. This time, the assignment function replaces the 

labelling function and is defined in the following way. If G is homomorphic to H by a function 

h and a formula </> is satisfied at a vertex in G under an assignment function g, then the 

assignment function g' for His defined as: g1(x) = h(u) iff g(x) = u. Intuitively, g' assigns 

the variable x to the image (in H) of the vertex (in G) where it was originally true. Now 

the preservation for the hybrid construct x follows directly from Theorem 4 as it involves 

only the labelling function. Besides, the construct @x<P moves the evaluation to the vertex 

where x is true and evaluates the rest of the formula. Since, every vertex (or world) and its 

image are modally equivalent by Proposition 6, this construct is preserved too. Finally, the 

construct -!- x .</J is preserved because it simply adds one variable to the assignment function 

and evaluates the rest of the formula. The formula -!- x .<f> is satisfied at some vertex u in G 

iff </> is true at u after assigning x to u. Accordingly, the -!- x .</> will be true at h( u) in H since 

by modal equivalence, </> will be true at h( u) after assigning x to h( u). D 
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While hybridization buys us more expressiveness, it raises the computational complexity 

of model checking. In [20], Franceschet and Rijke analyzed the model checking problem for 

Propositional Temporal Logic extended with hybrid operators. They showed that inclusion of 

the binder makes model checking polynomial to the size of the model but PSPACE-complete 

with respect to the size of the formula [20]. However, the complexity is exponential to the 

nesting degree of binders [20). So, as long as we can limit the nesting degree of binders in a 

formula, we can perform model checking in polynomial time. 
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Chapter 9 

Related Works 

Workfiow Authorization Models. Workflow authorization has received a lot of attention 

from the security research community. Early works on workflow authorization focus on 

synchronizing authorization decisions with the progression of workflow [3, 29) . These works 

do not concentrate on workflow constraints (1, 10, 23, 34). Role Based Access Control 

(RBAC) is widely used to model such constraints [5 , 6, 1, 24, 28]. This work instead focused 

on relationship-based constraints. 

Consistency. Bertino et al. developed a sophisticated constraint specification language 

(5 , 6], in which constraints are clauses in logic programming. A desired characteristic of a 

set of constraints is that there should be at least one way to complete the workflow without 

breaching any of them. Bertino et al. called this consistency. They proposed a planning 

algorithm for assigning users and roles to tasks in such a way that the workflow constraints 

are satisfied (i.e., deciding consistency) . The complexity of this algorithm is exponential. 

Tan et al. defined consistency in a stricter sense by requiring one complete plan for each 

authorized user and role (28]. Their algorithm for deciding consistency is again exponential. 

Satisfiability. Although the concept was implicit in the work of Bertino et al. (5 , 6], Cramp

ton first coined the term workftow sat isfiability , and gave a precise, solution-independent 

definition for it [13). Wang and Li showed that workflow satisfiability is NP-complete (32, 33] , 

and NP-completeness remains even by considering only the simplest types of constraints (i.e., 

user-step authorization and user-inequality constraints). They further proved that the prob

lem is fixed-parameter tractable, meaning that there is a decision procedure for satisfiability 

which is exponential only to the number of tasks (but not the size of the protection state). 

Assmning the number of tasks is bounded by a small value, the problem is tractable. Work-
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flow satisfiability is the building block of the feasibility problem. This work offered a novel 

characterization of satisfiability in terms of graph homomorphism, which was shown to be 

instrumental in establishing the other results. 

Resiliency. Wang and Li pointed out availability to be the essence behind the pursuit of 

workflow satisfiability, and took it into a higher degree [32, 33). While workflow satisfiability 

examines availability in the current protection state, they extended the notion to examine 

availability in any bleak future state when some users might be absent. They call the new 

problem workfiow resiliency. In other words, resiliency deals with availability in a state 

space that includes all possible protection states reachable from the current one by removing 

users. 

This work is related to their work in three ways. First, it follows the lead of Wang and Li 

in considering availability in the midst of a changing protection state. Second, the problem 

of workflow feasibility can be seen as the dual of the resiliency problem. While resiliency is 

concerned with availability in every state of a state space induced by adversarial transitions, 

feasibility is concerned with availability in at least one state of a state space induced by 

normal transitions. Third , this work considers not only the change of personnel, but also 

the evolution of their interpersonal relationships. 

Relationship Based Access Control. The workflow authorization model of this thesis is based 

on Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) [16, 19, 9), which uses interpersonal rela

tionships among users as the basis of authorization decisions. These relationships induce 

a social network that is explicitly tracked by a ReBAC system. A ReBAC access control 

policy specifies how a resource requester shall be topologically related to the resource owner 

in the social network in order for access to be granted. Modal and hybrid logics have been 

proposed as policy languages for specifying ReBAC policies [16, 9). In this work, PDL, an 

extension of modal logic , was proposed as a specification language for graph predicates. Also 

examined in this work is the hybridization of PDL. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion and Future Work 

This work introduced a workflow authorization model in the framework of ReBAC. The 

model offers a fresh characterization of the workflow satisfiability problem in terms of graph 

homomorphism. Armed with this new understanding, a new decision problem called work

flow feasibility was studied. A refutation procedure was proposed for deciding feasibility. 

The refutation procedure was shown to be sound and complete if the space of protection 

states can be characterized by a violation predicate that is preserved by graph homomor

phism. To facilitate verification, two verification conditions were proposed that jointly imply 

preservation by homomorphism. An adoption of a monotonic fragment of PDL was proposed 

as a language for specifying the violation predicate. With this specification language, the 

time complexity of refutation was shown to be polynomial for conjunctive constraints, and 

coNP-complete for general constraint expressions. A model checker for evaluating a PDL

formula in a relational structure was developed. In order to make the violation specification 

language more expressive, hybridization of the PDL fragment was examined. As pointed out 

in existing literature, model checking for such a hybrid language is PSPACE-complete with 

respect to the size of the formula. Moreover , satisfiability and feasibility were analyzed in 

workflows with XOR-patterns. The dynamic nature of such a workflow led to defining two 

variants of satisfiability and feasibility. 

The following highlights some future extensions of this work. Workflow feasibility was 

defined as satisfiability in any state among the pre-defined space of protection states. There 

is no dynamic reachability problem in this formulation as any state can be reached from the 

current state. An interesting future work is to consider concrete state transition rules while 

analyzing the workflow feasibility problem. 
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As mentioned in Section 6.2, a real-world state space can be highly complex and might 

involve violation predicates that are not preserved by homomorphism. Although it was sug

gested that one can approximate the original predicate by a predicate which is preserved by 

homomorphism, no systematic procedure for such approximation was proposed. Developing 

a procedure for approximating a state space by a violation predicate, which is preserved by 

homomorphism, can be an interesting future work. 

It was pointed out that feasibility can be seen as the dual of resiliency. This perspective 

generates a new form of resiliency problem, in which deformative transitions do not remove 

users (as in [32 , 33]), but instead remove relationships (i.e., the social network is evolving). 

This problem has not been studied in existing literature. As user removal can be simulated 

via relationship removal (i.e., presence of users can be captured by a unary predicate present, 

which in turn can be encoded using a binary relation) , such a problem is a generalization of 

Wang and Li 's notion of resiliency in [32, 33). 
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Appendix A 

Modal Invariance 

The following definitions and propositions are copied verbatim from [7, Chapter 2) for readers ' 

convenience. 

Definition 10. A modal similarity type is a pair 7 = (0, p) where 0 is a non-empty set, and 

p is a function 0 -t N. The elements of 0 are called modal operators; we use A ('triangle'), 

Ao, Ai, ... to denote elements of 0. The function p assigns each operator A E 0 a finite 

arity, indicating the numbers of arguments A can be applied to. 

Definition 11. Let 7 be a modal similarity type. A T-frame is a tuple F consisting of the 

following ingredients: 

1. a non-empty set W called the 'universe' . 

2. For each n 2 0 and each n-ary modal operator A in the similarity type 7, an (n+ 1)-ary 

relation Rt::.. 

Definition 12. A 7-model is a pair M =(F, V) where Fis a 7-frame and Vis a valuation 

with domain <I> and range 2 w where W is the universe of F and <I> is the set of propositional 

symbols. 

Definition 13. Let M and M ' be models of the same modal similarity type 7, and let w 

and w' be states in M and M ' respectively. The 7-theory of w is the set of all 7-formulas 

satisfied at w: that is {¢IM, w f= ¢ }. We say that w and w' are modally equivalent if they 

have the same 7-theories. 

Definition 14. Let 7 be a modal similarity type and let M and M ' be 7-models. By a 

homomorphism f from M to M ' (notation: f: M -t M 1
) we mean a function f from W 

to W' with the following properties: 
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1. For each proposition letter p and each element w from M, if w E V(p), then f(w) E 

V ' (p). 

2. For each n 2: 0 and each n-ary ~ET, and (n+ 1)-tuple w from W , if (w0 , ..• , wn) E RA 

then (f(w0) , ••• , f( wn)) E R't::,. (the homomorphic condition). 

Definition 15. Let T be a modal similarity type and let M and M 1 be T-models. By a 

strong homomorphism of M into M ' we mean a homomorphism f : M --t M 1 which satisfies 

the following stronger version of the above items: 

1. For each proposition letter p and each element w from M, w E V(p), iff f(w) E V ' (p). 

2. For each n 2: 0 and each n-ary ~ET, and (n + 1)-tuple w from W , (wo , ... , Wn) ERA 

iff (f(wo) , ... , f( wn )) ER~ (the strong homomorphic condition). 

Proposition 6. Let T be a modal similarity type and let M and M ' be T-models. Then 

the following holds: For all elements w and w1 of W and W ', respectively, if there exists a 

surjective strong homomorphism f : M --t M ' with f ( w) = w', then w and w1 are modally 

equivalent. 

Proof. The proof follows by induction on ¢ . 0 
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